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Services offered

Wasted

Testing for all ages available
to public at local center

Racers lose 75-57
to Morehead State
See page 6

See Page 2
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Gallery reopening
Celebration and reception
held in Fine Arts Center
See page 2
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Teamwork essentiairsay industry leaders

Tips are offered to motorists
for driving during bad weather
The cold, cold weather of January brings with it concerns about
driving.
"Many drivers are apprehensive about controlling their cars on
snow and ice," said Jean-Paul Luc, director of an Ice Driving School
at Steamboat Springs, Colo.
The most important thing is not to panic," Luc said. "Adjust your
speed to the conditions and be aware that a longer distance is required for stopping on ice or snow."
If the rear of the vehicle begins to slide, Luc advises turning the
steering wheel in the direction the rear of the vehicle is sliding and
accelerate smoothly, avoiding wheel spin. Avoid braking until the
skid is corrected.
"If the front of the vehicle begins to slide in a turn, avoid the
natural reaction of turning the wheels more in the direction you want
to go. Instead," Luc said, "let up on the accelerator and decrease the
anglel of the turn until the skid is corrected."
Luc also warns drivers to keep a full tank of gasoline to avoid condensation that may freeze in fuel lines and cause stalling. "Try to
park your car out of the wind and in the sun to help minimize the effects of the cold.
Cold can also make door locks stiff and difficult to operate. Luc
suggests cleaning and lubricating door lock mechanisms with the
recommended solution so that the key turns smoothly and with little
effort.
"Winter driving can be trouble-free if you plan ahead and remain
alert at all times," Luc said.

School systems undecided on
Wednesday classes at this time
According to reports from the two superintendent's offices, no decision has been made as to whether school will be held tomorrow in
Murray and Calloway County. That decision ts expected in be finalized later this afternoon,

Elsewhere...
By the Assodliste41 Pre..

MANILA, Philippines — Hundreds of soldiers said to be loyal to
ousted President Ferdinand E. Marcos seized a television station on
the outskirts of the capital and tried unsuccessfully to storm several
Manila-area military bases early today.
WASIILVGTON — Secretary of State George Shultz is facing questioning on the Reagan administration's arms-for-hostages bargaining that some lawmakers say may have spurred the latest round of
kidnappings in Lebanon.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration keeps the U.S. embassy open in perilous Beirut in defiance of terrorists and despite
President Reagan's advice that Americans get out of Lebanon.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — The government says it will release for
"health reasons" American Sam Nesley Hall, who was accused of
spying after being picked up in a restricted military area near
Managua.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — NASA's goal of resuming shuttle
flights early next year is in jeopardy because testing of the redesigned booster rocket is behind schedule, fixes are needed for the main
engines and brakes and the engines probably will have to be test-fired
first with Discovery locked on its launch pad.
ALONG ME NORTHWEST — A storm packing gale force winds
aimed at the Pacific Northwest today, prompting fears of flooding,
and the East dug out from its second major storm in less than a week
that left drifts up to 4 feet.
WASHINGTON — Sales of existing homes last year, spurred by a
dramatic fall in interest rates and surging demand in the Northeast,
posted their best performance in seven years and analysts are
predicting 1987 could be just as good.
WASHINGTON — The Pentagon has made it difficult to determine
what weapons are being emphasized in development of the "Star
Wars" missile defense system by keeping financial details out of
public view.
WASHINGTON — Albert H. Kingon, secretary of the White House
Cabinet and a former assistant secretary in the Commerce and
Treasury departments, has been nominated as the U.S. representative to the European Community with the rank of ambassador,
President Reagan said.
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Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of Theo Murray Lodger &
Maas by 5:30 pm. Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p m. Saturday
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Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sattailay.
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Forecast
Tonight will be mostly cloudy
with a low in the lower 20s.
Southwest wind will be 5 to 10
mph. Wednesday will be partly
sunny with a high in the upper
30s. South wind will be around
10 mph.
Extended Forecast
A chance of showers Thursday and Friday. Skies will
become partly cloudy and turn
colder Saturday.
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Local business, industry and education leaders met at the Murray Area Vocational Center to discuss the needs
they have in running their companies and how vocational education can meet those needs. Attending the
meeting were; seated left to right: Bill McCarthy, production superintendent at Kenlake Foods; Dan Morris,
plant engineer of Kenlake Foods; Gene Smith, personnel manager of Vanderbilt Chemical; and Keith Hays,
personnel manager of Fisher Price Toys. Standing in the back row are; left to right: Walt Apperson,Murray
Ledger & Times; Arnold Ronna,acting plant manager of Sager Glove; Don Nuckolls, regional coordinator of
vocational education in region one; Dr. Paul Lyons, Murray State University; Jim Lawson, principal of the
Murray Area Vocational Center; Robert Jeffrey, superintendent of Murray Independent Schools; Marilyn
Willis, M
y Area Vocational Center; Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of Calloway County Schools; Dr. Sandra Par , director of vocational eduction in region one; Emil Jesik, coordinator for adult upgrade training
of
onal education in region one; Gary Flickinger, manager at Ryan Milk; Jim Garrison, Ryan Milk. Dr.
Ke 'inter of Murray State University was not pictured.

By SCOTT WILSON
Staff Writer
Teamwork is an essential part of
the success of any program. It is
important in the world of athletics
and the world of business. Not only
do teammates have to work
together to win a ballgame,
business partners must work
together to keep their companies
successful.
Local business, industry and
education leaders discussed teamwork recently at a meeting at the
Murray Area Vocational Center.
Center staff gathered area officials to seek information as to
current needs in the work place.
"We gathered them to find out
what their needs were and how we
could tailor studies to meet their
needs," said Jim Lawson, principal at the Center.
"Communication is important,"
Lawson added. "Industry need
change and now is the time to
meet the needs of the industry."
No less than 17 people showed up
at the meeting to voice their
(Coat'd on page 2)

Lawsuit filed in regents' controversy
LOUISVTI -LE:, Ky.(AP) Gov.
Martha Layne Collins' attempt to
put some of her own flavor into the
state's eight university boards has
already reached its first hurdle.
Three days after she appointed
new trustees to the state boards,
replacing some to comply with a
Franklin Circuit Court decision
declaring six-year terms unconstitutional, one lawsuit has
been filed and another is expected.
New University of Louisville
trustee William E. Scent took
legal action Monday against
former trustee Daniel D. Briscoe

State of the
Union speech
important to
president

to determine who will get to serve
on the school's board.
In addition, former trustee R.
Gene Smith said he, Briscoe, some
current Louisville trustees and
some former University of Kentucky trustees will also file suit in
an attempt to reinstate six-year
terms for the trustees of state
universities.
Collins appointed the new
trustees on Friday, replacing
board members who were in their
fifth and sixth years. Franklin Circuit Court Judge Ray Corns ruled
last June that terms of more than

four years are unconstitutional.
"We would have fought this
earlier," Smith said, "but we
didn't have standing until we were
removed."
Although Briscoe and Smith,
both of Louisville, were replaced
by Scent and Robert P. Benson
Jr., all four men attended the
regular trustees meeting Monday.
Benson is a former state
lawmaker from Louisville.
Collins' appointments included
prominent members of her administration, political supporters
and business associates of her hus-

band, Dr. Bill Collins.
"It's obviously a major injection
of gross politics into the higher
educational system," Smith said.
"It's not an issue of the University
of Louisville or UK, but of every
university in the state. That should
be unacceptable to everyone in
this state.
Smith said his lawsuit is not a
personal matter,
"The issue is not whether or not
I am a member of the board of
trustees. I either am or am not,"
(Cont'd on page 2)

Burrrr!

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, out of the public eye
for a month, is returning to center
stage tonight with a State of the
Union address intended to show
him in command, undaunted by
the Iran-Contra scandal and promoting an agenda for arms control
and economic strength.
Reagan will go before the nation
and the Congress at 9 p.m. EST in
a nationally broadcast address
from the rostrum of the House of
(Coat'd on page 2)

Waite reported
to be arrested
by kidnappers
BEIRUT, Lebanon CAP)—
Police said today that gunmen
have kidnapped a Saudi Arabian,
bringing to 11 the number of
foreigners reported abducted in
two weeks. And a news agency
says hostage negotiator Terry
Waite has been detained by the
terrorists with whom he was
meeting.
Waite, a lay envoy for the
Anglican Church, has not been
seen in public since Jan. 20, when
he set out from his hotel in Moslem
west Beirut for a meeting with the
kidnappers of two Americans.
It was the longest he has remained underground in his five
trips to Lebanon W negotiate
freedom for hostages.
(Owed so par 2)

Karen Atkins, a Murray State University student from Louisville, uses a scarf to shield herself from knorth
wind on campus. Forecasts call for temperatures in the upper 30's tomorrow with a chance of rain later in the
week, but the mercury is expected to plunge again this weekend.
Matt Orb, by pallid Tacit

LBL's buffalo herd thinned out
DOVER, Tenn, (AP) —
Restaurants at state parks near
the Tennessee Valley Authority's
Land Between the Lakes are offering buffalo steaks, burgers and
ribs again
"Every year. when we thin out
our herd, we let the state parks in
Kentucky and Tennessee have two
of Wm 'animals apiece for their
restaurants," said Scott Seiber, a
spokesman for Land Between the
Lakes

"I understand that it's pretty
popular item," Seiber said
Monday
"Between 900 and 1,400 people
will line up for buffalo here Feb
21," said Barbara Martin, a
spokeswoman for Kentucky Dam
Village near Gilbertstille, Ky.
Buffalo meat can also be found
on restaurant tables at Tennessee's Paris Landing State Park
and at Ken Lake Lodge in
Kentucky.

The TVA keeps a herd of buffalo
in a I85-acre pasture just south of
the Tennessee-Kentucky border
"We try to maintain a herd of
about 45 or 50 animals," said
Selber. "We have a wildlife
biologist who keeps an eye on the
animals, and he decides how
many will be killed. The number is
deterrnited usually by the rannber
of calves that are born."
(Osnt'd on page 2)
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Ice-related accident Rash of thefts are
reported by police
injures city youth

Eagle Galler

A celebration and reception to
mark the reopening of the newly
renovated Clara M. Eagle Gallery
in the Doyle Fine Arta Center at
Murray State University drew a
large crowd. Shown at left: Murray State President Kale M.
Stroup chatamith David X. Tburmood(center), director of Governor's School for the Arts, and Dr.
Roger Reichmuth, chairman of
the Department of Music at MSL.
Shown above: many people came
to view the exhibits. One of the ex.
hibits is "The 30th Century
Masters of Photography
1900-1985," courtesy of the
Hallmark Cards Corp. Michael
Johnson, associate professor of
art, lectured on "Photography as
Art" as a feature of the reopening
program. Thurmond was on the
campus for regional auditions of
high school sophomores and
juniors for the 1987 Kentucky
Governor's School for the Arts in
Louisville July 5-26.

reoptmituz

Teamwork...
(Coat'd from page 1)
opinon as to the future of the local
Industry. Those in attendance
were: Walt Apperson, Murray
Ledger & Times; Dr. Sandra
Parks, director of Vocational
Education in Region One;
Lawson, Don Nuckolls, regional
coordinator of Vocational Education for Region One; Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendent of Calloway
County Schools.
Robert Jeffrey, superintendent
of Murray Independent Schools;
Emil Jezik, coordinator for adult
upgrade training in Vocational
Education in Region One; Jim
Garrison, Ryan Milk; Keith Hays,
personnel manager for Fisher
Price Toys; Gary Flickinger,
manager at Ryan Milk; Gene
Smith, personnel manager for
Vanderbilt Chemical; Bill McCarthy, production superintendent for
Kenlake Foods; Dan Morris, plant
engineer of Kenlake Foods; Dr.
Paul Lyons, Murray State Univer.

sity; Dr.• Ken Winters, Murray
State University; Arnold Ronna
acting plant manager for Sager
Glove; and Marilyn Willis of the
Murray Area Vocational Center.
Lawson said that the vocational
center was programed for what industry needs were at the time it
opened in 1972. Obviously, needs
have changed.
The Center, which teaches
students from Murray and
Calloway County schools, teaches
school children and offers adult
education. There is upgrading
training for local industry people
who are working but would like to
upgrade their skills.
"We teach work ethics, pride
and the use of tools, as well as
skilled training," Lawson commented. "They need to be tied
together." He added that the use
of cooperation is stressed to the
student for use on the job with
fellow workers and employers.
The leaders attending the
meeting were offered two proposals that have been considered
as programs for the Center.
One proposal was the instituting
of a practical application of

physics and the principals of
technology. The other was the
development of a multi-craft
labratory. The lab would- allow
education on a much wider frame
In such studies as electronics,
machinery and welding, just name
a few.
"There are only two physics and
technology programs in the
state," Lawson said. "There is no
other lab program in Kentucky."
He added that the group
unanimously agreed that the proposals would be beneficial to
business and industry alike. If funding is gained, the programs are
expected to be offered for the next
school year.
Lawson deemed the meeting
successful and stressed that other
meetings will be held in the future.
He suggested that business, industry and education can work
together. He likened it to the
"right hand knowing what the left
hand is doing."
"We welcome industry's imput
and welcome the support,"
Lawson relayed. "We are here to
serve industry and business, if
they tell us what they need."
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Fire crew
answers calls

Several more accidents have
been reported due to the icy conditions of the road, the department
spokeswoman said. Yesterday
there were more than six
reported,she said, but were minor
and no injuries were reported.

President...
(0oard from page 1)
Representatives.
It will be his first major speech
of the year, and it is expected to be
the first time since before
Christmas that he publicly mentions the secret arms sale to Iran
and diversion of profits to Contra
rebels in Nicaragua.
Portraying Reagan as unfazed
by the Iran-Contra controversy,
presidential spokesman Larry
Speakes said, "The president will
go to Capitol Hill much in the
same manner that he has done in
previous years, and in each and
every year his message has been a
strong message ... received and
accepted by the American people.
"This will be the same Ronald
Reagan that you saw in '81, '82,
83, '84, '85."
The speech, and an accompanying message on legislation, are expected to spell out a new package
of "competitiveness" measures to
blunt protectionist pressures
growing in Congress because of
huge trade deficits. A key item is a
proposed essing of anti-trust laws
to enable U.S. companies to
engage in more joint ventures
overseas.
Because of disagreement within
the administration, work was not
completed on an expected insurance program to deal with the
huge costs of catastrophic illness.
"It will be mentioned, but final
decisions have not been made,"
said White House deputy press
secretary Albert Brashear.
A New York Times-CBS News
Poll said that while Reagan has
halted the sharp decline in his
popularity that followed the IranContra revelations, he has lost a
fifth of the supporters he had a
Year ago.

Buffalo...
Each year in October, Seiber
said, a TVA employee with a highpowered rifle slaughters the buffalo that have been declared
surplus. About 100 animals have
been slaughtered since the herd
was established in 1969.
There were 62 buffalo on the
TVA reservation in late October
when 18 of the animals were killed
and butchered, Seiber said. The
buffalo can weigh as much as 2,000
pounds when full grown.
The TVA keeps most of the butchered buffalo.
"We serve the buffalo meat in a
variety of ways for some of the
gatherings and youth groups we
have at LBL," Seiber said. "It's
really popular with some of the
people who come up here."
TVA acquired its buffalo herd
when 20 animals were trucked to
Land Between the Lakes from the
Theodore Roosevelt National
Memorial Park in North Dakota
Since then, the herd has become
a popular tourist attraction at the
huge TVA recreation area that
straddles the Tennessee-Kentucky
border between Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley.
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Waite....,
(0oat'd from pap 1)
Kuwait's official news agency
KUNA said Monday night that the
Moslem kidnappers with whom
Waite was negotiating had placed
him under house arrest in a secret
location.
Spokesmen for the Progressive
Socialist Party, a Druse militia
that has been in charge of guarding Waite, refused to comment
on the report.
In London, the Anglican Church
said it was making "urgent inquiries" about Waite's
whereabouts.
The leftist Beirut daily As-Safir
said today that when Waite's
Druse bodyguards drove him to a
secret location in the area of the
American University of Beirut on
Jan. 20, he rejected their attempts
to stay with him.
As-Saftr, quoting unidentified
security sources, said Waite went
Into a highrise apartment building
and then emerged to demand his
Druse escort leave him and return
to the hotel.
The guards called their chief by
telephone, and he rejected Waite's
request, the newspaper said. But
Waite insisted on being left, saying
he needed to go alone outside
Beirut to renew secret negotiations with the captors, it said.
As-Saftr did not give the name of
the Druse official who counseled
against leaving Waite.
Police said three gunmen seized
Ithaled Deeb, a Saudi Arabian, on
Beirut's airport highway near the
Palestinian refugee camp of Bourj
el-Barajneh at 10 p.m. Monday.
They said they have no further
Information about the victim, who
became the 11th foreigner kidnapped since Waite arrived from London Jan. 12.
Earlier Monday, gunmen seized
two unidentified men from a store
In west Beirut, and a store
employee said the victims spoke
broken English and might be
Poles.
Altogether, 26 foreigners are
missing in Lebanon: eight
Americans, six Frenchmen, two
west Germans, two Britons, two
Saudis, one Irishman, one Italian,
one South Korean, an Indian and
two unidentifed.
In Washington, President
Reagan's administration condemned the latest wave of kidnappings as a declaration of war
against civilization.
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes also told Americans still
living in Lebanon to leave and
warned, "There's a limit to what
our government can do."
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The Murray City Fire Department responded to two calls since
yesterday, according to a department spokesman.
Fire officials were called to a
car fire Monday at 9:30 a.m. at the
parking lot of the Pogue Library
on the Murray State campus.
The spokesman said that flames
under the dash were extinguished
and that damage was
undetermined.
Another call this morning at approximately 6 a.m. took
firefirhters to the home of
Cathrine Jones, 400 N. Fourth St.
The spokesman said the fire was
apparently the result of some
combustible material left too close
to a wall heater.
Damage to the residence is
undetermined at this time.

We'll
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A rash of thefts was reported
Sunday night between the hours of
11:30 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. Monday
morning, according to Murray City Police reports.
Similar incidents had been
reported toward the end of last
year, but according to a police
department spokeswoman, they
had slacked off until several more
incidents on Sunday.
The spokeswoman said the only
thing that the thief seems to be
after is money. In one incident she
said, a set of keys was taken out of
a parked car.
According to police reports, the
thief usually enters a home
through an unlocked door, but not
always.
Residents are urged to take
purses and keys out of their cars
and to be sure and lock their doors
at night.

(Coard from page I)
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In an ice related accident
yesterday afternoon a Murray
youth was hit by a car while riding
his bicycle at the intersection of
Seventh and Main streets, according to city police reports.
Jason A. Perkins, 13, of 311 N
Seventh St. was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital at approximately 4:30 p.m. after he
was struck by a car driven by
Martha J. Cox, 55, of Fredonia, according to the report.
A police spokeswoman said Cox
was headed east on Main Street,
almost to Seventh Street, when the
youth pulled up beside a third car
and onto Main from Seventh Street
In front of the Cox vehicle. The
report said that when Cox tried to
stop, she slid 25 feet on the icy road
and hit the boy.
Perkins was reportedly taken to
the hospital with injuries to the
legs and feet.

TRY US BEFORE YOU BUY
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR'
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 5. 12th

753-1750

Variety of services
avrilable to public
at local center
A variety of services for
children and adults is available to
the public at the Diagnostic and
Rismediation Center at Murray
State University.
Testing for learning and
behavioral disorders; testing and
therapy for speech, language and
hearing problems; infant-toddler
programs for developmentally
delayed children; and a reading
clinic are offered at the center,
located in the Special Education
Building on campus.
The learning and behavioral
disorder testing is offered for
children with academic problems
Clinic personnel work with each
child to improve skills which the
child lacks.
Testing and therapy for speech,
language and hearing problems
are available for all ages. Sue
Snell, an audiologist at the center,
said persons who believe they
have a problem in any or all of
these areas should call the clinic
for an appointment to be tested.
The infant-toddler program for
developmentally delayed children'
is available for children from birth
to 5 years of age. This service is
for children who have a significant
physical or other delay. The child
will be tested for strengths and
weaknesses, and the service also
helps both the child and the family
cope with the problems.
The reading clinic is available
for children who have reading problems and for others seeking
reading enrichment.
Ms. Snell said space is limited in
some programs so interested persons should call the center at (502)
762-2446 as soon as possible. Office
hours are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
weekdays.
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from page 1)
he said. "The issue is, is the sixyear term constitutional or
unconstitutional?"
Smith said he may be joined in
his lawsuit by Briscoe, Louisville
trustee D. Harry Jones, and
former UK trustees R. Larry
Jones and Ronald G. Geary.
Collins said Monday the former
board members should not act
hastily.
"I'm hoping that those people
who appear disgruntled now, will
again evaluate their situation and
think about what's best for the interests of the universities moving
ahead rather than their own personal appointments to a board,"
she said.
The meeting progressed as
usual, despite the differences
among the members.
Smith and Briscoe, both
members of former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.'s administration, took
their regular seats and voted.
Scent, of Paducah, was the only
new trustee among the six new appointments who could .vote
because the others were not sworn
in until after the meeting. Scent,
who filed his lawsuit in Jefferson
Circuit Court, was sworn in earlier
Monday by a Paducah notary
public.

Totals released
sales
c-ocured
ob
darakcfire
foret
.
tobacco
sales in Murray last week totaled
579,186 pounds, according to
figures released this week by the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
Sales in Murray at Growers
Loose Leaf Floors and Farris
loose Leaf Floor averaged $154.05
per hundredweight, with only 7.24
percent of the tobacco going to the
association pool. Pool tobacco
averaged $156.77 in Murray.
Mayfield sold 484,090 pounds at
an average of $147.70 per hundredweight last week, but more
tobacco (17.99 percent) in
Mayfield went under loan.
To date, Murray has sold
1,741,118 pounds of Type 23 tobacco at an average price of $150.80.
The pool has taken 11.49 percent of
the Murray Type 23 tobacco at an
average price of $153.64.

Wilkinson's wife
cancels local and
area appearances
Martha Wilkinson, wife of Kentucky gubernatorial hopeful
Wallace Wilkinson, has cancelled
her scheduled appearances this
week at several west Kentucky
locations due to inclement
weather conditions.
Mrs. Wilkinson, who was to be in
Calloway, Marshall, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves and McCracken
counties, will reschedule her appearances at a later date.
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PERSPECTIVE
We'd like to know
We, the media, have lost
credibility with you, the public. Why?
A Gallup Poll for the Times
Mirror company says that the
believability of news organizations — the press and television — fell steeply in the
past year, largely as a result
of the coverage of the IranContra controversy. Network
television's credibility rating
fell from 83 percent to 66 percent between June 1985 and
the beginning of 1987. Newspapers' rating fell from 80
percent to 63 percent during
the same period. President
Reagan's credibility rating
fell from 67 percent to 52 percent.
These figures disturb us, as
they should, for we know that
the ultimate defense of a free
press in a free country is its
credibility.
Is it that the media have
uncovered unpleasant facts
about a popular president?
Have we overplayed the IranContra story?
President Reagan, whose
credibility fell lower than the
media, complained that the
public likes him but doesn't
believe him.
We suspect the public believes the media more than it
likes us shoving microphones
into the faces of widows and
asking them how they feel

that their loved ones have
died. A certain amount of
press irresponsibility, of bad
manners, may be the price a
society pays for a free and
untrammeled press.
But, ultimately, we're more
concerned about being credible than with being popular.
After all, we're reporters and
editorial writers, not politicians.
Blaming the messenger for
the message is a perennial
problem for the media. It is
also a cliche that we, the
media, too often rely upon to
defend shoddy reporting.
We need to do a better job
to raise our credibility with
the public. But we must not
attempt to raise credibility
by pandering to the public,
doing things for the sake of
popularity. After all, those tabloids at supermarket checkout stands are immensely
popular, though their credibility leaves something to be
desired.
We are here to serve the
public as the eyes and ears of
millions of people. When the
people tell us that we're losing credibility, we have to listen.
We would like to hear from
you when we do something
wrong — and when we do
something right.
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thittott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

Message of'Cry from the Mountain'
is one applicable to all families
I hope all of you will see "Cry
From the Mountain" when it
comes to the Cheri Theatres Feb.
6-12. This is the latest Billy
Graham film from World Wide
Pictures.
It's the third of these
evangelistic films to come to Murray in recent years. Perhaps you
recall the other two, "Joni," and
"The Prodigal." A large local
committee has been busy for
several weeks making arrangements for the eight showings
of' Cry From The Mountain" in
Murray.
The film was shot in Alaska and
contains many beautiful scenes of
the extensive beauty and wildlife
of the "last frontier" state.
The story centers around the
Sanders family. Larry, the father,
takes his 10-year-old son, Cal, on a
camping trip where he is to break
the news that he and his wife,
Carolyn, are to get a divorce.
A life-threatening accident and
an old hermit living in the
deserted mining camp combine to
change the direction of the
father's life.
The mother, faced with the option of getting an abortion, is bitter
and unable to forgive her husband

for a temporary affair he carried
on with a girl working in h1 office.
James Cavan plays'mathan,
the old hermit who lives 4ke with
hi dog, Jake, and is the c taker
of the deserted mining camp. He
resents the intrusion of the father
and son in his world, but is able to
share his Christian faith.
Wes Parker, a former first
baseman with the Los Angeles
Dodgers, plays the part of the
father, whose marriage is on the
brink of disaster because of his unfaithfulness and his wife's unwillingness to forgive him.
Rita Walter plays the mother,
unable to forgive her husband for
his unfaithfulness and contemplating an abortion.
Chris Kidd plays the 10-year-old
son. When his father is seriously
injured in a kayaking accident, the
boy seeks the help of the old mountaineer, Jonathan.
Billy Graham apears as himself
with a message of hope, and
notable in the supporting cast is
Coleen Gray, who plays mother of
the wife and mother in the story.
Starting Friday, Feb. 6, there
will be two showings that day and
two each weekday through the
next Thursday, Feb. 12, at 7 and 9
p.m. On Saturday, Feb. 7, and Sun-

day, Feb. 7 and 8, there will be
four showings, two in the afternoons at 1:30 and 3:30 a.m. and
two in the evenings at 7 and 9 p.m.
Advanced tickets are $3 for
adults when purchased prior to the
showing. Otherwise, they are $3.50
at the door. Tickets for children
(11 and under) are $2 each and
available only at the door.
Like I said earlier, I hope all of
us will get to see it and get the
powerful evangelistic message it
contains for families.
• • •
"I must have gotten the wrong
cookie," said Dr. Harry Sparks,
president emeritus of Murray
State University, the other night
after breaking open a fortune
cookie at the Hong Kong
Restaurant north of town.
"My slip says," he went on,
"Good things are being said about
you!"
• • •
The latest "in thing" among
thieves apparently is the theft of
American flags and other significant banners.
Robert and Bobbie Waters are
the most recent to have their flags
stolen. They live just out of town
on 641 South.
Looking out one morning recent-

Letters To The Editor

Curd's comments appreciated
To the editor:
We of NARFE (National
Association of Retired Federal
Employees) will much appreciate
it if, through your pages, you will
allow us publicly to thank Mr.
Freed Curd for meeting with our
group on January 23.
Mr. Curd, our Representative in
the Commonwealth Legislature,
discussed such items as the process of getting bills through corn-

rnittees, the process of compromise to get things done, and the
the increasing problem in politics
generally of financing election
campaigns.
The interest was very high as indicated by the questions asked.
Very Sincerely,
Lindell Bagley
NARFE Public Relations
Rt. 5, Box 721
Murray, Ky. 42071

563rd Air Battalion planning reunion
Dear Editor:
The 563rd Signal Air Warning
Battalion(WWII)Plans a Reunion
for June 1987. A reunion is being
planned for members of the 563rd
Signal Air Warning Battalion who
saw service in Europe during
World War H. Members may con-

tact Emory R. Sweigard, 1044
Linglestovni Road, Harrisburg,
PA 17110 or (717) 236-5419.
Thank you
Emory R. Sweigard
563rd Reunion Comm.
1044 Linglestown Road
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Litter on roads 'a source of irritation'

5
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Dear Editor:
The shameful condition of the
roadsides in Calloway County has
been a source of irritation and embarrassment to me for a long
time. To keep from "harping" on
the subject as we drive to town
from Keniana, I often make lists
of the items of trash I can see in
the ditches and on the fence rows.
(In one mile I made a list that filled every line of a legal size yellow
page.) When we were anticipating
the arrival of our family for
Christmas, I became so frustrated
over the trashy roadsides that I
wrote the following "letter to the
editor" but never mailed it:
"We make two December drives
In Southwestern Kentucky, one
starting at Keniana Shores on
Kentucky Lake and going to Paris,
Tennessee via New Providence
and Hazel, Ky., then going on to
Murray via Hwy 641 and finally
back to the lake by way of 121
South and Ky. 444. The other drive
takes us to Aurora on Hwy. 04,
thence to Hardin and back to Murray. Both are cold crisp days. The
sky is blue, the roads are in fairly
good condition, the car is running
well, we are on happy errands.
Each should be a pleaseant afternoon trip. Right? Only if we enjoy
viewing miles and miles of garbage, trash, and litter. It is
unspeakably dreary. The paper,
the cans, the white plastic, the
boxes are littered almost continuously. In the leas populated
parts of the county some places
are used as dumps and sacks Of
garbage blend in with a discarded
mattress or stove.
We have such a beautiful state,
and those of us who live here think
the lake area is one of the wonder

spots of the world. Why then, do
some of our citizens and visitors
spoil it by littering?
Murray has been fortunate to
have groups such as the Chamber
of Commerce, Community Improvement Volunteers, the Murray Woman's Club, and the service clubs. All of them have stressed the care of the environment.
Home owners almost universally
work at keeping their homes and
yards neat and most businesses
have clean parking lots; but the
roadsides are pathetic. We need
help!"
Since I wrote the above, there
has been only one change. The
trash has been covered with snow,
presumably to await the
discouraging effects of the spring
thaw. I feel heartened, however,
by the appearances in the Murray
Ledger& Times of the letters from
Emma Lou Adams and Allene
Knight and Rainey Apperson's
comments in "Rainey's Day".
Won't you join us in the Campaign
Against Trash in Calloway
County?
Surely we have laws against
throwing trash from cars. Let's do
something about enforcing them.
If the penalties were strict enough
for littering we would not find
refuse everywhere we look. Clubs,
fraternities, and youth groups
could emphasize concern for the
environment — even make money
collecting aluminum cans. We can
use more containers for trash in
public places, and EVERYONE
can help pick up and pitch in!
Sincerely,
Mrs. John C. Winter
C.R. Box 112
Hamlin, Ky. 42046
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'DO YOU REALIZE WE'RE FACING SIX MONcHS WITHOul- A SACK, A BAD SNAP OR AN INSTANT REPLAY?'

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Local banking institutions have
reported a $17.5 million increase
In past 12 months, according to
financial statements released by
Dees Bank of Hazel, Federal Savings and Loan, Bank of Murray
and Peoples Bank.
Births reported include a girl to
Mickey and Della Boggess, Jan. 6;
a girl to Gene and Rue McCutcheon, Jan. 13; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Grogan, Jan. 19; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry S. Cooper,
Jan. 23.
A new display at Calloway
Public Library includes a collection of Valentines collected
through the years by Mrs. William
S. Major.
In high school basketball games

Calloway beat Carlisle County and
Fulton County beat Murray. High
team scorers were Mike Wells for
Calloway, Kevin Hays for Carlisle,
Holder for Fulton and Frank
Gilliam for Murray.
Twenty years ago
Willard Ails of Murray has been
elected as new president of Kentucky Pharmaceutical Society at
Its meeting on Jan. 22 at
Lexington.
The President's budget message
to Congress for Army Corps of
Engineers for fiscal year 1968 includes a $21,000 request for
general investigations on Clarks
River basin, according to Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield.
An aveage of $41.66 was
reported for sale of dark fired
tobacco on Jan. 25 on Murray
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Watch Bonanza Bingo
Tues. Nights at 6:30 on Channel 34.

Market, according to 011ie
Barnett, tobacco market reporter.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie presented
a program on "Vision in Peception" at a meeting of Chapter M of
P.E.O. Sisterhood held Jan. 17 at
home of Mrs. Ralph H. Woods.
Mrs. Gerald Fitts led a program
on "The Christian and Space" at a
meeting of Woman's Society of
Christian Service at Martin's
Chapel Methodist Church.
Thirty years ago
Joe Dick, agricultural representative of Bank of Murray, was
named as Junior Chamber of
Commerce Young Man of year,
and Bill Edd Hendon as Outstanding Young Farmer of Calloway
County at Junior Chamber of Commerce banquet at Murray
Woman's Club House. Z. Enix
received the key man award of
JCC.
Prof. J. Albert Tracy of Speech
Department of Murray State College spoke about "Phonetics" at a
meeting of Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club. He was introduced by Mrs. C.C.Lowry, program chairman.
New officers of Murray
Magazine Club for 1957 are Mrs.
O.C. Wells, Mrs. A.F. Doran, Mrs.
Ronald Churchill, Miss Cappie
Beale and Mrs. E.C. Parker.
MyrtJeen Cooper who has accepted a teaching position in a
school near Owensboro was
honored at a party given by Mrs.
Bernice Wisehart and Mrs
Damon Carson at home of Mrs
Fred McClure.
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ly — January 14, to be exact —
they noticed something wasn't
right. Looking closer, they saw
that their American flag was missing from the pole on their front
lawn. Also gone was the Kentucky
state flag, which normally flew
just below it.
Bobbie, who is secretary to Mrs.
Bonna Yates, director of nurses at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital, as well as the "reigning"
Secretary of the Year in the local
Professional Secretaries International chapter, says they particularly regret losing the
American flag.
It was brand new and a recent
Christmas gift from their son, Major Robert Waters, Jr., who is now
stationed at Fort Gordon, Ga.,
near Augusta. He has just completed a tour of duty in Germany.
The Waters' flag pole is located
near the highway and was lighted
with an REA light so Robert, a
retired and disabled Army major,
didn't have to put it up and take it
down every day.
Whoever got the flags didn't
bother to cut the ropes or anything
like that. They just lowered them,
took them off and left the ropes
tied back around the pole — just
like they had all the time in the
world to steal them.
Jack and Gerri Anderson, who
live at 1003 Westgate Drive in
Gatesborough, experienced a
similar loss during the Christmas
holidays.
•
They had been to Chicago for the
holidays, and didn't notice when
they drove into their driveway
upon their return home that not
only 'their two flags but the
flagpole as well was missing from
their lawn.
They didn't miss them until
some time later when Jack left the
house for one of his routine exercising walks.
Along with their American flag,
which like that of the Waters' is
lighted and stays up night and day,
Jack's "Purdue Winsock" flag
signifying his alma mater, Purdue
University, also had been taken.
Gerri later found the flagpole in
the encircled area near their
place, but no sign of the flags has
ever turned up. This, Gerri said,
was the second time their flags
have been stolen. The first was one
night some time back while she
and Jack were at home.
• • •
I've got to tell this about my one
and only grandson, Brad Garrott,
down in Troy, Ala.
We were at his place for
Christmas. One evening I noticed
a Cub Scout manual on a bedside
table in his room.
In the front, he painstakingly
had printed his name, address and
telphone number. He livesx on a
street called Crow Hill Road, but
he had lettered it Crow Hill
"Rode."
Later in the presence of his
mother, I was playfully kidding
him about the way he spelled
"road." He's in the second grade.
"Why, Brad," his mother sort of
scolded him, "you should know
how to spell that."
"But Momma," he drawled in
the South Alabama accent of his,"
"I haven't been to school for two
weeks."
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Coming community events announced
Tuesday,Jaa.17
parents of "problem"
adolescents, will meet regularly
at 7 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church, 1630 Main St. For information call 753-2498, 489-2891 or
753-4173

Tuesday,Jaa. 21
Murray Lions Club is scheduled
to meet at 630 p.m at Murray
Woman's Club House
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center.
---Purchase Health Council will
meet at 7 p.m. at Purchase Area
Development District offices, U.S.
Highway 45 North, Mayfteld.
---ToughLove, a support group for

Billy Graham Christian Life and
Witness Course will be from 7 to
9:30 p.m. at Goshen United
Methodist Church.
--- -AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---Murray High Student Council Intramural& Girls Volley Ball will
start at 5 p.m.
---Christian Women's Fellowship
of First Christian_r"
_a urch will have
a fish dinne&Ueeting at 6:30
p.m. in bao7nent of educational
building.
---"Forensic Follies" will be
presented by speech students of
Murray State University at 8 p.m.
in The Stable, Currie Center, MSU
---Weiteesday, Jan.
Hazel and Douglass Centers will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
---Ladies and Men of Fraternal
Order of Eagles 40'71 are scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
---Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. and Living
with Diabetes will meet at 2 p.m.
in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
---Last session of Fresh Start
Smoking Cessation Class is
scheduled at 7 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
---Bridge with Virginia Jones as
hostess is scheduled at 9:30 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
---Events at Calloway Public
Library wW be New Patron Drive
activities from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.;
Parents and Twos at 9:30 a.m.;
Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30
p.m.
---Paintings and drawings by Debbie Henry are on exhibit in Curtis
Center Gallery, Murray State
University.
---Works by BFA candidate
Stephanie Madol will be on ex-
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Wanted
Dead or Alive(R)

entral Center 753-3314
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A HILARIOUS COMEDY
7:20, 9:25

A Riveting Film...

STAND
BY7: ME
Mike

gl

is in

Richard

Critical
Condition

g

7:16, 9:15
NIN+ ARRALS

Dock To School
Owt Of Mounds
A Pluto MIMS•Jubiel
Dr. Stroutoo•Sitort Circuit

°VIES TO SO
Chestnut Street 753-8084

Italian
[Mpg! Spaghetti Special
$ el 49

ONLY
With Garlic Bread

Salad 59 Extra
Free Refills On Drunks

Inside. Dining Only
99' SPECIAL fOil KIDS

lifictinostloy ii AM-10 PM
You can't at this well at home for this price.

Diet PHI System Sweeping U.S.

Super Dream Pill
Guaranteed Weight Loss
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH According to a review of custo
mers' files, here's what people are
saying about the amazing, vastly
improved "new version" of the
world famous Dream Fill System
for fast, guaranteed weight loss
featuring Super Lite Dreams
tablets:
"I lost 25 lbs with a 30 day supply"
Mrs J N S , Ft Payne, AL
"Losing 1 lb per day"
Mr J G Pineville, KY
"l'ue lost 34 lbs. and I'm still losing"
Mrs J.K., Garden Grove, CA
''l have been on Dream Pill for one
have lost
month and feel great
27 lbs
Mr A D, Anadarko, OK

The System's Dream Fill combines two natural substances called
L arginine and L-omithine which
can stimulate the body's produc
non of growth hormone. Diet
researchers believe that growth
hormone may be what's responsible for allowing teenagers to down
thousands of calories in hamburgers and other foods and still be
thin zis a rail
Growth Hormone is present in
people up through the teenage
years, then slowly dimirishes with
age But L-argnin0 and L•ornithine
make the body 'think' it belongs to
a teenager again, allowing adults to
eat as much as they want - and
still be thin and wiry

Life Extension Authors
Confirm Results
Durk Pearson and Sandy Shaw,
graduates of MIT and UCLA
respectively, introduced these miracle substances to the public in
thew runaway best selhng book,
Much to her
Life Extension.
amazement, while taking L.argtrune for its heahng effects on a
broken foot, Sandy lost 25 pounds
of fat and put on 5 pounds of firm.
toned muscle in six weeks According to Durk's calculations, the pill
caused Sandy to lose 400 times as
much fat as she would otherwise
have lost - without dieting!
Extraordinary Guarantee
Place your order now If you are
not completely satisfied simply
return the empty container for a
full refund of your purchase price
You can order the Dream Pill
System and a 30 day supply of
remarkable Dream Pills for $19.95
or a 60 day supply for $3495 (plus
$3.00 shipping and handling.)
To order simply call Dream
P11124 hours a day, 7 days a week
TOLL FREE: 1-800-453-4810
and use your Vlajkor MasterCard
Dream Frill will W achpit ,C.O.D
orders over the phone! But please
don't wait Order today You won't
risk a thing. Either you get a
slender new you -or you get a full
refund of your purchase price
1-800-453-4810
•Cncayrighi lge6

Wednesday,Jan.38
hibit through Feb. 8 in Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
---First Presbyterian Church
Choir will rehearse at 6:10 p.m.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.; Council on Ministries at 7:15 p.m.
---Bible Study will be at 10 a.m. in
parlor of First Baptist Church.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include fellowship supper at
5:30 p.m.; prayer meeting,
childrea-4-ehoirs and youth
fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Adult
Choir at 7:45 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Agape
Ringers at 6 p.m.; Prayer meeting
and January Bible Study, Youth
Bible Study, GAs, RAE and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
---Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club
Bowling at 4:14 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.; Youth Club and
Adult Bible Study at6:30 p.m.

Wallessisy, Jan. 21
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
'Thursday, Jan.21
Heart Fund Drive Committee of
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club has rescheduled its
meet at 10 a.m. at home of Anna
Stabler.
---Bingo will be played from 6:30 to
7:30 p.m. at Kenlake Hotel.
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will on
the court square in downtown
Murray from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1
to 3 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class is
scheduled at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to rehearse at 7 p.m. in library of
First Christian Chaurch.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

DATEBOOK
Training seminars planned
The Purchase Area Development District and Mayfield Area Vocational Center will conduct a training seminar for anyone seeking
employment with the garment industries in the purchase area. Sewing machine operator training along with employability skills training totals 60 hours of extensive skill training. Classes begin every second and fourth Monday for 12 weeks. Class is conducted for a twoweek period from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Mayfield Area Vocational
Center, Dunbar Building, 502 South 12th St., Mayfield. The next class
will begin Monday, Feb. 2. The training cost for non-JTPA participants is $15. There is no charge for J'rPA participants. To enroll
call 1-247-3743. or 1-554-4991.

Emily Apperson named to list
Emily Rose Apperson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Apperson,
1511 Chaucer Dr., Murray, has been named to the Dean's List for the
fall semester of 1986 at the University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa. "This
is a true distinction and an excellent measure of your personal determination and commitment to outstanding academic achievement,"
said Joab L. Thomas, president, and Rodney Roth, Dean of College of
Education.

Mr. and Mrs. Myers in hospitals

nutestlay,Jas.ZS
New Patron Drive activities will
continue at Calloway Public
Library during hours of 9 a.m. to 8
p.m.
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church to go bowling at
Curris Center, Murray State
University. '
---AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' building at Benton. For
Information call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
- --Murray High School Student
Council Intramurals Boys Basketball is scheduled at 7 p.m. in
school gym.
---Calloway County High School
Junior Varsity and Varsity Girls
are scheduled to play basketball
games with Hickman County at 6
p.m. at Calloway.
---Safety Seminar on "Hazard
Communication in the

Thursday, Jan.:9
Workplace" will be from 2 to 9
p.m. in Mason Auditorium of Nur.
sing Building, Murray State
University. For information cal
762-6655.
---A 1970 Australian film,
"Walkabout," will be shown free
at 7:30 p.m. in Curris Center
Theater, Murray State University.
---Tutor training session for free
adult reading program will be held
at 3 p.m. in First Christian Church
Fellowship Hall. For information
call 753-1993 or 753-4363,
--- Events at First United
Methodist Church will be Rainbow
Ringers at 5:30 p.m. and Chancel
Choir Rehearsal at7p,m, _
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
---Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will be Young Musicians at
3:30 p.m. and January Bible Study
at 7 p.m.

Hospital lists patients
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Jan.
23, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Robertson baby girl, parents, Jo
Beth and Joe Pat, HCR Box 001,
New Concord;
Carr baby girl, parents, Bonnie
and Tony, Rt. 3, Box 259, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Patricia E.Parson, 1628W.
Main, Apt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Jill D.
Reynolds, Rt. 9, Box 484, Benton;
Richard E. Bowling, 6764
Highridge Ave., Florence; Mrs.
Vickie L. Edmonson, Rt. 1, Box 13,
Hardin;
Mrs. Dorothy L. Green,906 Vine
St., Murray; Mrs. Eva J. Geurin,
1804 Monroe, Murray;
Mrs. Linda L. Foley, Rt. 2, Box
14A, Murray; Watha C. Mills, Rt.
1, Dexter; Boyd McClure, Rt. 6,
MAP;
Mrs. Hilda P. Knott, Rt. 4, Box
136, Murray; Ralph T. Kesterson,
Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Mrs. Launa M. Tinsley, Rt. 6,
Box 267A5, Murray; Mrs. Elsie M.
Graham, Rt. 8, Box 45, Murray;
Mrs. Bernice B. Morehead, 311
South 15th St., Murray; George L.
Nolen, 1207 Porter Ct., Paris,
Tenn.;

Lewis M. Cowan, Rt. 6, Box 225,
Murray; Mrs. Mabel D. Brown,
D-7 Murray Manor, Murray;
Kenton 0. Miller, 1107 Fairlane,
Murray; Ottis L. Hurt, 1203 Vine
St., Murray;
Finis Ellerson (expired) 504 N.
L.P. Miller, Murray; Mrs.
Maybelle E. Warren (expired) Rt.
5, Box 15, Murray.
---Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Jan. 24, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Taylor baby boy, parents, Cynthia and Garnett, Rt. 3, Box 157,
Pariss, Tenn.;
Lindsey baby boy, parents, Lisa
and James, Rt 1, Box 189A,
lianatield, Tenn.;
Wilkinson baby girl, parents,
Patricia and Garry, Rt. 1, Box
50E, Henry, Tenn.
Dismissals
Jeffery Cooper, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Ms. Conley L. Paschall, 1638
Farmer, Murray;
Mrs. Betty J. Hester and baby
girl, Box 34, Kirksey; Guy L.
Nolin, Rt. 1, Box 40, Dover, Tenn.;
(Cont'd on page8)

lie Myers is a patient in Room 510, Lourdes Hospital,
Mrs.
Paducah, y., where she underwent knee surgery. Her husband,
Kenneth yen, is a patient in Room A203, Veterans Administration
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. Persons may send them cards and letters
at the above addresses.

Forensic Follies will be tonight
"Forensic Follies" will be presented tonight (Tuesday) at 8 p.m. in
The Stable, Curris Center. Murray State University. Featured in the
show will be speech students at MU giving speeches, readings, etc.
The public is invited.

Art Guild reschedules meeting
Murray Art Guild has rescheduled its meeting for Tuesday, Feb.
10, at 10 a.m. at the guild at 103 North Sixth St., Murray. Attorney Joe
Bolin will address the group as a future neighbor in the former National Hotel, according to Cromwell Hauge, art guild president.

Jeffery Cullop finishes course
Army Private 1st Class Jeffery A. Cullop, son of Linda J. and
William A. Cullop of Rt. 3, Murray, has graduated from the wheeled
vehicle repairer course at U.S. Army Ordnance Center and School,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. The course provides instruction to
maintain wheeled vehicles with emphasis on maintenance publications and tools, diagnostic equipment and shop safety. During the
10-week course, Cullop also received technical training in
troubleshooting, replacement and adjustment of components and
graduate of Calloway
assemblies of wheeled vehicles. He is a 1
County High School.
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Celebrates fourth birthday
Felicity Hope Smith celebrated her fourth birthday on Thursday,
Jan. 8, at Show Biz, Paducah. Billy Boy greeted the honoree and led
in singing "Happy Birthday." She was the recipient of many gifts.
Pizza, cake and ice cream were served to the following friends and
relatives: Jessica Ottway, Jason Henderson, Alan Moore, Monica
Ray, lists Conway, Janessa Morton, Shannon Johnson, David
linthey, Justin Morton, Liss Conway, Traci Ray, Terri and Larry
Garrett, Mrs. Lucille Yates, Connie and Bruce Ottway, Mary Gar
rett, Albert Lee and Etta Yates, Sue Ryan and Sheila Conway.

$ 1 00
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New curriculum
keeps fifth graders
growing, healthy

Mrs. Brown instructs Mrs. Beverly Galloway's filth grade class in
construction of `Chlora-Annie.'

The students in Mrs. Beverly
Galloway's fifth grade class at
North Calloway Elementary are
participating in the "Growing and
Healthy" curriculum.
This new health curriculum is
being implemented in all of the
elementary schools in cooperation
with the Purchase District Health
Department, the Kentucky
Department of Health and the
local Health Department.
As part of the program, Mrs Ha
Brown, co-coordinator of instructional programs, concluded
several lessons on the body's
systems with students making
'Chlora-Annie.' These were made
from bleach containers and
demonstrated artificial
respiration.

OPTIMIST CLUB WINNERS from Calloway County High School are shown holding
their certificates of participation in the Oratorical Contest held Jan. N. Pictured from left are Johnny
Phillips,
second place, winner
of 850, Lori England, first place, winner of $100, Beth Henninger, second place,
winner of $50, Karen Dale,
third place,$25, and Alan Bazzell, first place, $100. The winners will go on to zone
competition and the chance
to win a $1,000 scholarship.

Three Calloway choral members chosen for All State
Jeremiah Yoak, Amy Spencer and Missy Outland demonstrate their
'Cblora- Annie,' while Brad Hicks shows the completed project.

Three Calloway County High
School choral members have been
chosen by audition as members of
the select 1987 All State Choir to be
held in Louisville Feb.4 through 7,
in conjunction with the Kentucky
Music Educators Association Conference. They all received perfect
scores of 100 on their auditions.
Amanda Sims, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Glen Sims is a junior at

A member of the Calloway
Choral Program for five years,
Thompson has participated in the
1986 All State Choir, Quad State
and First District Chorus and Solo
and Ensemble Contest. Thompson is also active in the Beta Club,
Foreign Language Club and the
youth choir of First Baptist
Church.

Tammy Parker, a sophomore
and the daughter of Johnny and
Charlotte Parker, is participating
in the All State for the first time.
She has participated in choir for
four years, attending First
District and Qutd State Choral
Festivals and is presently a
member of the Chamber Singers.
She is also active in FBLA and the
Computer Club.

Bethany Thompson
member of the Chamber Singers
and Columbia Blues, is the
daughter of John and Carol
Thompson.

Rhonda Kimbro, a fifth grade student at East Calloway Elementary,
demonstrates static electricity. Rhonda is shown lifting a paper with
her brush after briskly brushing her hair. This activity was part of a
science unit on static electricity.

Amanda Sims
Calloway and a member of the
Chamber Singers and Columbia
Blues.
This is her second year to participate in All State and has also
participated in Quad State, First
District Chorus and Solo and
Ensemble Contest.
She has received numerous
awards for both her choral work
and band work. Sims is a member
of the Williams Chapel Church of
Christ.
Bethany Thompson,a junior and

Fifth grade students at East Calloway Elementary are learning
about the war between the states in social studies. Rob Binford and
Vanessa Bucy examine a Trapdoor Springfield musket and a bayonet
used by union troops.
Tammy Parker

41
rOPT

aut TR. SUETY
CONNECTION
The fifth grade reading Cl&86 of Mary Alice Humphries entertained
kindergarten children at North Elementary with two Halloween
plays on October 31.

Jeannie Carson demonstrates how to use mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to the first graders at North Elementary. The demonstration was
in connection with Becky Gore's unit about water safety.

John Roberts and Mark Pate, fifth grade students at East Elementary, conduct a water conservation survey at the school as part of a
science unit on water conservation. They and other class members
checked the building for types of ways water could be conserved.
They will report to the class on their findings.

Dr. Marian Fuller visited the students in Mrs. Hulsell's second grade
at Southwest Elementary School. She talked with the children about
the importance of taking good care of their ears and what it is like to
wear hearing aids.

Dr. Taller shows ase at her bearing ails le Patrick Haney, Cassie
Paacasii and Daniel Rabbles. Giver ilisekwell is waiting for her
turn.

Marti McCiard and Vanessa Bucy, fifth graders at East Calloway
Elementary,are shown as they attempt to produce an electric charge
In a variety of objects. This activity was a part of a science unit on
static electricity.

Marc Fain was recently named VIP in the fifth grade class of Mary
Alice Humphries at North Elementary School. Fain Invited his
father, Jackie Fain, to share with the class his bobby of building sad
flying model airplanes.

PAOLI
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Morehead destroys
defenseless Racers
By The Associated Press
Morehead State defeated Murray State 75-57, Jan. 26, as the
Racers failed in their attempt to
make a sweep in the OVCc infamous "Death Valley." MSU had
turned back Eastern Kentucky,
Jan. 24, 90-87.
Center Bob McCann scored 18
points and grabbed 15 rebounds to
lead Morehead State over a poorshooting Murray State team in an
conference game at Morehead.
"It was one of those games
where the shots didn't fall for us
and when that happens you need to
get the job done on the defensive
end and we just didn't get the job
done," Murray coach Steve
Newton said. "It was a physical
game and we just weren't able to
get on tract."
Morehead State coach Wayne
Martin watched his Eagles improve to 11-6 and 5-1 while Murray
State fell to 10-8 and 3-3.

Vols qualify for NCAA

Murray netters split
matches in ICTA meet

Derrick Davis scored 16 points
for Morehead State.
Sophomore Jeff Martin led the
Racers with 16 points and
transfers Bruce Jackson and
Craig Everson each added 12.
MURRAY ST.(57)
Martin 7-21 1-2 16, McClatchey
0-0 0-00. Tiller 0-8 0-0 0, Mann 3-13
1-3, 9, Kinnbrough 0-2 0-0 0, Everson 4-8 1-2 12. Jackson 6-11 0-0 12,
Gold 0-0 0-0 0, Ford 2-7 0-0 4,
Dallgey 1-4 0-0 2, Ogden 1-1 0-0 2
TOCADD 16-75 3-9 57.
—11110REHEAD ST.(75)
Dasim 6-8 3-3 16. Griffin 0-3 1-2 1,
McCann 9-15 0-0 18, Rivers 4-6 5-8
13, Curry 4-7 3-5 11, Hale 0-0 2-2 2,
Mason 2-4 0-0 4, Turner 2-3 2-2 6,
Simpson 0-1 0-1 0, Feldhaus 1-1 2-2
4. Jones 0-1 0-0 0, Brooks 0-0 0-0 0,
Chaney 0-0 0-0 0, Lott 0-0 0-0 0.
Tot...!.. 28-49 18-25 75

Murray State forward Jeff Martin scored 16 points last night,
however, the Racers still fell victim to Morehead State, 75-57. Murray
falls to 10-8 overall, 3-3 In the OVC.

Busy-, busy, busy

Mahoney builds new coaching staff
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Edfter
It has been less than three weeks
since Mike Mahoney took over as
Murray State's head football
coach. And while Mahoney inherited a relatively young OVC cochampionship team, these beginning weeks have been busy ones.
Mahoney, 35, has been juggling
his time with recruiting and filling
a coaching staff, since former
Racer coach Frank Beamer took
several coaches with him to
Virginia Tech.
Mahoney has had success in finding coaches, hiring five coaches
In the short time the former lbf.S1:.
defensive coordinator has been
back.
— Rob Larson will assume offensive coordinator responsibilities,
as well as coach the running
backs. Mahoney met Larson while
at Kansas University. Mahoney
recruited several athletes for Kansas from Butler County Community College in ElDorado, Kan.,
where Larson was head coach.
—Rocky Roggeman also join&
the Racer staff. Roggeman worked as a graduate assistant at Notre

Dame University, where he also
played. Roggeman will be the
defensive end coach and handle
the Racers' weight training
responsibilities
Mahoney coached with Roggeman's father at Arizona.
—Former Racer and Division IAA All-American Glenn Jones
returns to Murray after a brief
stint at Morehead State. Jones,
whose younger brother Sammy
works as a manager for the
Racers, was beginning a career in
insurance, in Atlanta, when
Mahoney persuaded him to return.
At present, Jones is in charge of
wide receivers.
—Charlie Carpenter comes to
Murray from Cumberland College. The Murray State graduate
coached 10 years of high school
football in Ohio and will be the offensive line coach here.
— Ron Cooper leaves Austin
Peay to round out the new coaches
to date. Cooper played at Jacksonville State, in Alabama, and has
his Masters from Appalachian
State. He was on the Austin Peay
staff two years. Before that the
new MSU linebacker coach was a

Mlle Mahoney
graduate assistant at Minnesota.
Recruiting appears to be going
just as smoothly. Twelve potential
recruits visited the Murray campus Jan. 17-18 and 18 Jan. 24-25.
Mahoney is following through
with the promise he made at the
press conference announcing his
appointment by giving local
players thorough consideration.
"We're going to look two or
three times at the kids in
Mayfield, Hopkinsville and
Paducah, as well as the kids in

500 S. 4th, Murray

The Racer Club meeting
scheduled for noon, Jan. 28, has
been cancelled.
The next meeting will take
place as scheduled.
•

753-6450
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is the time to come by and let our sales
clerks assist you in your spring building
needs.
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SALE ENDS SATURDAY

For health
Insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
see me.
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4x4, V-6 Engine, Air, A/C,
P.S., P.B., Alum. Wheels,
Sierra Classic, Demo. Be
Ready For The Snow.
1477W
$15,234
Save $1.930
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or Cash Rebate
for 24 Months

RUCKS-TRA1LERS
BUSES, INC,
U.S. 641 South
753-1372
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL POLL

Boys 7th
graders win
second game

How

the

top

teams In

twenty

The

Associated Press' college basketball poll
fared this week
L lows (11-1) beat No. 3 Purdue 7047: beat
No. 3 Manna 19145; Ion to Ohlo State 80-76
2. North Coronas (17-1 ) beat Wake Forest
7943; beat Georgia Tech 96-66

Calloway County's seventh
grade boys' team picked up a 36-26
win over South Marshall, Jan. 23.
The Lakers, 2-4, were led by Jay
Newton, who pumped in 11 points
and James Williams, eight points
and six rebounds.
"I'm really pleased (with the
win), but the main thing is that the
kids learn and improve," coach
Randy McCallon said. "They
seem to being doing this."
For Calloway, the win was
sweet revenge, having lost to
South Marshall, earlier in the
season, by one point.
The Lakers have lost three
games by a total of 10 points, this
season.
Calloway travels to Mayfield,
Feb. 3.

beat Mionsaota T7-113..

State 7145; beat long Beach State 104-74,
boat New Maalox)State ss-ss
5 Purdue (154) lost to No. 1 Iowa 7047,

lost

to

No.

15

Georgetown 74-71
7 Syracuse (17-1) beat Vtllanova 70-58.
beat No 1451 John',043
8 Temple 118-2) beat Massachusetts 7240,
beat Alabarna-Etirminghain 8740.
• Mina& (14-4) loot to No 5 Purdue 87-1111.
OT. beat Arizona OAS,
Clemson (17-1) beat Georgia Tech

524 Main

Southside Shopping Center

1st Annual West Tennessee Outdoor,
Sport, Boat, & Recreation Show
January 30, 31, February 1, 1987
Friday 4 p.m.-40 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-10 p.m
Sunday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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14. St. John's (12-3) beat No 16 Pittsburgh
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k
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KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL

I Lee

The Murray State football team
has scheduled a coaches' clinic to
be incorporated with spring practice, April 3-4.
Tony Mason, a motivational
speaker and former coach, will be
the featured speaker.
State champion high school
coaches Rodney Bushong, of
Heath, and Jack Morris, of
Mayfield, will also speak.

Wretlund defeated rival Brendan Burke form LouisvWe, 6-4,
6-2.
No. 4 seed John Brunner, No. 5
Paul Austin and No. 6 Gunderson
also won over their Cardinal
opponents.
Wretlund and Jens Bergrahm
teamed at No. 1 doubles to down
Burke and Tim Brueggeman, 6-2,
3-6,6-4.
Brunner and Austin won at-No.3
doubles, 7-6, 6-1.
"That was a good win for us,"
Racer coach Bennie Purcell said.
"We had a lot of close matches
and I was happy we could win
them.
"I thought we'd have a better
chance against Northeast Louisiana, but we had some close matches there as well. We just weren't
able to win those."
Murray State takes this
weekend off before traveling to
UNLV, Feb. 6.

SCOREBOARD

records as of Jan 25 and total points

Club meeting
cancelled

Myers Lumber
of Murray, Inc.

Florida," Mahoney said.
Mahoney notices that good
recruiting years in specific areas
seem to come in trends and counts
himself fortunate that he came to
Murray this year.
"Maybe its just the luck of the
Irish in me," he said. "I just happened to come in when there are a
lot of players in western Kentucky
who look as though they can play IAA football."
Mahoney has also been
recruiting heavily out of St. Louis,
Memphis and Alabama.
The NCAA signing date is Feb.
11.

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
The Murray State tennis team
ventured to Knoxville, Tenn., Jan.
23-25, and returned with a split in
the ITCA Team Qualifying Tournament, where four of the six
teams were ranked in the nation's
Top 25.
Host Tennessee beat Alabama,
5-4, taitlaim the title and earn an
automatic berth in the NCAA
Tournament in May.
Murray was able to beat
Louisville, 6-3, in its second-round
match, but had fallen to No. 17
Northeastern Louisiana, 8-1, in the
tournament's first round.
John Schneider and Bord
Gunderson were able to take No. 2
doubles by a 6-4, 6-4 score, but the
other Racers had a tougher time.
No. 1 seed Italy Wretlund had
the task of playing Ville Janason,
the No. 9 player in the cotmtri.
Wretlund, a red-shirt sophomore,
fought Jansaon to a 7-5,6-3 loss.

Jackson, Tennessee
Aduhs - $3.00
Children (6-12) $2.00
Under 6 (Free)

759-9888

McEnroe beats
tired Edberg
in exhibition
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
John McEnroe outlasted a travelweary Stefan Edberg 6-4, 4-6, 6-1 in
an exhibition tennis match Monday night at the Forum.
McEnroe rattled off the first five
games of the third set to win the
match, which was the second of
six in the Tennis Challenge Series.
Ivan Lendl defeated Miraslav
Mecir in the first match of the
Series, which continues through
the year. The champion will earn
$100,000, the rinvierup 140,000.
After winning the Australian
with a five-set victory over Pat
Cash in the finals Sunday, Edberg
went 13 hours flying to Los
Angeles for the exhibition match.
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Safety and appeal important features of child's room
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Safety and decorative appeal
are both important features of the
successful child's room. Follow
the advice of two interior
designers and you may end up
with a room that costs no more but
is more comfortable and
attractive.
Youthful exuberance demands
extra protection from the rigors of
play and occasional misuse of
materials, says Antonio Torrice, a
San Franciscan who has planned a
number of nursery school and daycare facility environments.
He says establishing rules for
safety is one part of the solution.
"With bunk beds, for example,
children need to know that we
don't take leaps and swan dives."
But parents can minimize problems by examining furniture and
accessories carefully before buying and by installing them
properly.
According to Torrice, solid wood
bunk beds are often sturdier than
tubular metal or particle board.
Parents should remember that
anything that can be climbed probably will be, so tall furniture is
safer if attached to the wall. The
guideline is that if the object could
be dangerous if it tipped over,
secure it to the wall.
"My procedure often 115 to put
the bunk bed in the corner so there
are two walls for support," he
said, adding that parents should

make sure -their child Is able to
climb up and down the bed ladder
without slipping through the
rungs.
"Tubular metal ladders can be
slippery, especially if the child is
wearing footed pajamas and with
children under 4, a bed guard or
partition on the exposed side of the
upper berth is a good idea," he
noted.
Children may find windows attractive surfaces to crawl on but
there are several ways to protect
them from the consequences of
these actions. These include placing a safety latch on the window so
It can't open more than a few inches when the children are unsupervised. If the window is a
large single pane, employ shatterproof glass, or, if this is impossible, place wooden shutters at the
bottom part to provide a barricade
between the children and the
glass. Another idea is to mount a
grille or a few wooden dowels
from left to righA. These
decorative trims can atter a ball
or other projectile from hitting
and breaking the window.
Be careful of exposed electric
outlets in the room, especially
when children are under 6. "You
can buy inexpensive plugguarde at
a hardware store that fit into the
outlets," said the designer. Other
safety suggestions include
eliminating floor lamps in a
child's room since they can topple
over if a child gets caught in the

cord. Track lighting and light fixtures are safer as a rule than
freestanding lamps, especially
since a child might consider a
lamp a fascinating toy.
Torrice avoids using toy chests
with heavy attached lids that can
fall down and lock a child in.
Chests with a removable cover or
with a latch that keeps the lid open
are safer.
When selecting play equipment
such as jungle gyms, make sure
spaces between ladder rungs do
not permit a child to get his or her
head caught. Also, check furniture
and toy parts for sharp edges.
These can be protected by cevering them with putty or clay.
On the floor, choose washable
bath mats with no-skid backings
rather than area rugs. Another
consideration in rugs and carpet is
flammability. Look for flameretardant carpeting, a plus that is
worth paying extra for, in Torrice's opinion.
While safety first is a good motto, other important considerations
In the child's room are enough
room to play and accessible
storage so that it is possible to bring order to the chaos of toys and
projects.
To add play space to the room,
use the walls fully by installing
wall-hugging furniture, suggests
interior designer Marilyn Rolnick,
who specializes in residential
design in Dallas. A desk and
shelves can be incorporated into a

securely installed wall system.
When selecting furniture, the
decorator advises considering
function first on the list. It is more
cost effective to purchase a
storage piece such as an armoire
that a child can use through the
teen-age years than less expensive
infant furniture that is soon
outgrown, she said.
Contemporary enameled metal
furniture and plastic laminate
covered pieces are durable and attractive. If a traditional look is
preferred, scour antique shops for
bookcases, armoires, desks.

Shellac remains popular for easy finish
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
More than 140 years ago, nearly
all furniture that was not painted
was finished with shellac.
That isn't true these days for a
number of reasons, not the least of
which is the availability of so
many other quality finishes, both
natural and synthetic. Surprisingly, however, shellac has maintained a certain measure of popularity. It Is easy to use, dries dust-free
in a matter of minutes and has an
amazing flexibility that enables it
to be applied under a stain, over a
stain, as a sealer by itself, as an
undercoater, on furniture, over
plaster and wallboard, as a finish
coat and on floors, plus in many
other ways.
Shellac is usually applied with a
brush, but is available in spray
cans for small projects. It comes
in white and orange. The white actually is not white as we know the
term, but is clear. The orange is
used when you want the slightly
darker shade it imparts.
With so much going for it, including its versatility, ease of application and depth of tone, shellac
would seem to be a finishing
material head and shoulders
above all others. To some people,
it is. But, while it belongs in any
wood-finishing workshop, it has
some disadvantages. One is the
fact that it is vulnerable to spilled
liquids, since it is soluble to most
of them. If used outdoors, for example, it will be damaged by
water,so it should be covered with
exterior paint for protection
against the weather.
Shellac should not be applied
where there is high humidity.
Under such conditions, it will take
longer to dry and may take on a
cloudy appearance. Should this occur, you can eliminate the
cloudiness by going over the surface very lightly with a cloth
dampened with denatured alcohol.
Denatured alcohol is the thinner
for shellac as well the liquid to be
used for cleaning brushes,
although you can buy other special
substances made especially for
use with shellac.
Like any clear finish, shellac
will not hide imperfections and
sometimes will accentuate them.

Careful sanding of the wood ls
necessary, then work with a full
brush. If you act quickly, going
over the same section very lightly
with the tip of the brush will
eliminate possible bubbles. But
usually this is not necessary. If
you must do it, do it quickly or not
at all. Once the shellac begins to
set, going over it a second time
will make it worse. As with lacquer, if you miss a spot, let it
alone. When you put on the second
coat, which you should always do,
since several thin coats are better
than one thick coat, the spot will
be covered and you won't notice
anything wrong.
Shellac is excellent as a sealer.
Some wood finishers apply it both
under and over a stain. While this
may not be necessary on hardwoods, using a thinned coat of
shellac both under and over a stain
is recommended on softwoods,

since they are more likely to take
a stain unevenly. The shellac permits unikirm staining.
While used for many years as a
sealer and undercoat for varnish.
shellac should not be used that
way if you are using polyurethane
varnish. The two are not compatible. With regular varnish, shellac
Is sometimes used to prevent the
varnish from darkening over a
period of time.

dressers and beds in pine and oak,
she suggested. These older pieces
are usually durable and well-built
When stripped of dark finishes
they are also quite fashionable.
Iron bedsteads which can be
painted white are enjoying a
revival, especially for little girls'
rooms. Since they often come in
odd sizes, measure before buying
to make sure they will fit the standard 39-inch or 54-inch mattress. If
they don't you can either cut them
down or order custom bedding, but
naturally these ploys add to the
cost.

Titan

88

Left Handed Available
Other Sizes Available

2'8" x 6'8'. Aluminum Storm Door has
safety glass & screen Right hand
opening 1618, 619

21
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Sprace Saver Electric Heater. Powerful 1400W
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Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
January 27, 1967
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report In
eludes 4 compared to last Wed. Baying Stations
ROCOISS: Act. 0114 Est. MO Barrows & Gilts .40
higher Sows Under 540.30.1.00 over 509.50-1.00
lower.
548.00-48.2.5
S It294-260 Lb...
544.0145.00
CS 206-220 Lhe
$47
.54-4.11.00
1J8 3-3 221250 Lbs.
1144.54-47.50
US 3-4 299470 Um.
Sows
$311.01931.00
US 1-2 275-360 Lb..
$310539.00
US 1-3 100-460 Lbs.
$0.0040.00
US 1.3 465-600 Lbs.
0611.00-43.50
US 1-3 Over 500 Um
511.16.51.00
US 13 3119-6110 Lb*
Boars $32.40.35.50

*440703
Reg. 9.39

"The recent tax changes
are the most sweeping
in history. This year
put H&R Block on
your side." Hcnr1/4 k

49881teg.

H&R Block's trained tax preparers
understand the new tax laws. We'll
answer your questions and find you
the biggest refund you're entitled to.
This year get back everything you've
got coming.
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
WHERE MORE AMERICANS FIND A BIGGER REFUND.

40, 60, 75 or 100 Watt Light Bulbs with
inside frost. 513 689,40W(0-36) 530 26910W(0 36
514 05435W(0-361 530 278,1 00W(0- 351

H&R BLOCK

Stock Wallpaper

903 Arcadia St.

Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays, 9-5 Sat.
Phone 753-9204

40% Off

Master Card & Visa Accepted At Most Area Locations.

Over 100 Patterns

Appointments Available

In Stock
• Oloplay Vinyl
Mini-Blinds

Americas Finest
Wood Stoves Is Now
This Area's Best Buy

Reduce fuel bills
with an

White or Antique White
23x42 27x64
29x64 31x64

7.99

Roll

Insulate now wIth Daft fiberglass
insulation Easy do-it-yourself

rays's
Birthday
Spacial

Keys

installation saves energy and
money Come in and check our
tact sheet on R -values
The greater the R-value the
greater the insulating power

For all your
Travel Reservations
Call

representing
American and
International
Trove/time

73.99

Vanity with 20" i ir• Top
Assembled base self
closing hinges

.41

each

(Thats Over The
Hill Plus 1)

THERMOSTATICALLY CONTROLUED
WOODBURNING HEATER

Marjorie and
Bill Major
753-0880

A decorative idea that is easy on
upkeep and inexpensive if you do it
yourself is to paint the floor with
enamel, stencil a pattern over it
and then seal the whole with a
polyurethane finish.
Painted walls are often best
since the many colors and patterns of toys and children's art
work provide all the necessary
color. A more decorative treatment is to add a wallpaper or stencilled border where the wall meets
the ceiling. Enamel paint is
preferable to flat because it cleans
more easily, the decorator said.

90 DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING AVAILABLE

399

NOW ON SALE $
Growing To
Get Your
Business!

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Prises Good
?Ira PO. a

ant

Your Complete Harne Building Supply Center
*Other I-mations 7-- Benton & Lake City, KY*

CZ033)
RENTAL SALES
CENTER

Open 7 Days A. Week

Prins Good at-Marra, Store Only
Murray Hours: Mon-Pri 7:50, a.m.-7 p.m., Sat. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.,

/14

San.

1-8 p.m.

Hospital...

Woman Wonders if Fruit
Giver Is Really a Fruitcake
DEAR ABBY: During the holi- it to someone who was not very
days someone left a beautiful big responsible — and the card that
basket of fruit on my doorstep. I should have been delivered
thought it a wonderful gesture, but with the basket was "lost."
after careful examination, I found
After this hits print, let me
there was not a card or any sort of know, if the giver comes
identification on it anywhere.
forward.
Now, I'm not usually the fraidy•••
cat sort of person, but after thinking
about,it, and having checked with
DEAR ABBY: This is not tragic
friends and co-workers (all to no or world-shaking, but I would like
avail), I became rather concerned. your opinion and possibly the
Who would leave such a lovely opinion of your readers.
basket with no card? Any other time
I just discovered that my collegeI would have no qualms about age daughter does not wear undereating it, but because of the Tylenol wear (panties). I was shocked, and
deaths and other such scares, there told her I thought it was indecent.
is no.way I would eat it or give it to She replied, "I don't want panty
anyone else. It's a shame. Maybe I lines."
•
am being overly cautious, but then
She is a hard-working student,
again, what if I'm not?
works part-time in a department
To the person,or persons, who left store and does not drink, smoke or
it, please don't ever do anything like use drugs. I am very proud of her,
that again. If there was nothing but this really bothers me. Am I
wrong with it, a lovely basket of hopelessly old-fashioned? Or is this
fruit went to waste. And if there was a common practice among young
something in it, well, God help you. women today?
By the way, there were three
SHOCKED
people home the day it was put on
the doorstep. If anyone knocked or
DEAR SHOCKED: Old-fashirang our bell, nobody heard it. Only oned? Not really. But in your
a few people at work even know daughter's case the absence of
where I live, and I checked with the panties has more to do with
neighbors to see if it could have vanity than "decency."
been delivered to us by accident,
and maybe their relatives were
asking if they'd received it. Nothing. It seems so strange that no one
DEAR ABBY: A question came
knows where it came from, who
delivered it, and no one saw anyone up, and we hope you can answer it.
A widower gets remarried. Is he a
leave it on the step.
Tell me, Abby,am I being foolish? widower any longer? Some say yes
JUDITH K., ST. LOUIS and some say no.
What do you say?
• JERRY U. IN FORT MYERS
DEAR JUDITH: Foolish?
Certainly not. I wouldn't eat it
DEAR JERRY: I say he is no
either. The most plausible etplanation: The giver probably longer a widower — he's a
delegated the job of delivering married man.

State Representative Fred
Cowan visited Murray Monday on
his first "official, full day of campaigning" since he announced his
candidacy for attorney general
last week.
Cowan, three-term representative from Jefferson County, said
he had been campaigning for
about a year before he officially
joined the attorney general's race
last Wednesday.
A member of the budget committee in the legislature on
prisons, state police and courts,
and vice chairman of the
judiciary-criminal committee,
Cowan is addressing a number of
issues concerning crime.
Cowan said he is hiteresed in
"family-child type issues" such as
child abuse. "I think we can do a
lot more in that area than we are
doing," Cowan said.
He also mentioned collection of
child support payments as an
Issue of concern in his campaign.
Cowan also stressed the need for
more prisons and jails in the state.
Cowan said that almost 900 state
prisoners are being held in county
jails and causing a real overload
problem.
In addressing this issue, Cowan
said we have to develop more programs for non-violent criminals.
He said it costs $15,000 a year to
keep someone in prison and we
need to reserve that space for someone who really needs to be in
there.
Cowan said he will also be addressing the issues of drug education in schools, putting a stop to
corruption in government, and
sorting out various health plans
for consumer protection.
Cowan said his campaign is going well, aildlhat he is considered
the front runner at this point.
"We're very optimistic," he
said. Cowan added that he will be
back in Murray before May
because this is an important part
of the state.

teemed trent page 4)
Mrs. Opal S. Graham, 1508 Glen- Mrs. Lula M. Parrish
dale Rd., Murray; Griffin Z. Lane, Rt 1, Dexter
Rt. 3, Box 282D, Murray':
Russell Campbell, Rt. 1, Box 51,
Henry, Tenn.; Mrs. Virginia B.
'IV° newborn admissions and
Apiecionek, Rt 1, Box MG, dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Murray;
County Hospital for Sunday, Jan.
Gentry G. Jones, 1309 Longview 25, have been released u follows:
Dr., Murray; Ms. Brooksie N.
Newborn admissions
Maddox, Hazel; Rue C. Overby,
Powell baby boy, parents, Kris1630 Farmer, Murray;
ty and James, 414 Memorial Dr.,
Mrs. Lavada S. Phillipa (ex- Paris, Tenn.;
pired) 1000 Poplar St., Murray;
Johnson baby girl, parents,

Mrs. Bonnie J. Carr and baby
girl, at. s, Box 350, Cadiz; Miss
Lisa R. Collins, Rt. 1, Box 76,
Kirksey;
Miss Teri L. Amrein, 1316 Joni
Dr., Louisville; Zachary A.
Gillum, Rt. 1, Box 195, Kirksey
Mrs. Dena M. Stubblefield, CR
Box 37-A, New Concord; Clifton H.
Cochran, 1310 Farris, Murray.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Kentucky Department for
Environmental Protection
Division of Water
Permit Review Branch
18 Reilly Road
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
(502) 564-3410

Ordinance Number 87-833
An Ordinance amending Ordinance
Number 794, City of Murray Zoning Code, by
rezoning from R-4 (Residential) to 8-2
( Highway Business) a lot located at 1101 Story
Avenue and owned by Harry Bell.
Adopted by the Murray City 0ouncil on the
22nd day of January, 11187.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald
Overbey, City Attorney.

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR
KENTUCKY POLLUTANT
DISCHARGE
ELIMINATION SYSTEM (KPDES)
PERMIT ISSUANCE
The Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection, Division of Water,
proposes to issue ICPDES permits for the
facilities described below:
VANDERBLLT CHEMICAL CORPORATION,Route 2, Box 54, Murray, Kentucky.
NPDES No. KY0003433. This permit action
Involves existing process wastewater, cooling water, sanitary,and storm water runoff
discharges from a manufacturer of
speciality organic chemicals that enter
East Fork Clarks River at mile 57.4 in
Calloway County. Permit Writer: R. Bruce
Scott.
Persons wishing to comment upon or object to the proposed action or the proposed
permit conditions are invited to submit
comments in writing to the Division of
Water at the above address. The comments
must be received by February 28, 1987. The
applicant's name and NPDES number
should be included in the first page of
comments.
Interested persons may also request in
writing that the Director of the Division
hold a public hearing on any application.
The request must be filed within the comment period and must indicate the interest
of the party filing it and the reasons why a
hearing is warranted. When there is significant public interest, the Director will hold
a public hearing, pursuant to 401 KAR 5:075,
Section 7. After consideration of comments
submitted during the comment period, the
hearing record, if any, and the requirements of the Federal and State Acts
and appropriate regulations, the Director
of the Division will make a determination
regarding final permit action.
Permit applications, draft permits, fact
sheets or statement of basis, and additional
Information are available by writing or
visiting the Division of Water. Business
hours are 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, except holidays. A copying
machine is available for public use at 10
cents per page.
Please bring the preceding to the attention of persons whom you know will be
Interested.

Ordinance Number 87-834
An Ordinance amending Ordinance
Number 794, City of Murray Zoning Code, by
redefining "Zoning Official" as the Director
of Planning and Engineering or the Director's
designee.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
22nd day of January, 1987.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald
Overbey, City Attorney

Ordinance Number 87-835
An Ordinance adopting the 1986 Supplement
to the Code of Ordinances of the City of Murray as submitted by American Legal
Publishing Company of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
22nd day of January, 1987.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk
Summary prepared by Wm. Donald
Overbey, City Attorney

IM TALKiNG AND I'M
TALKING WHEN ALL OF
A SUPPEN 54E SAYS
a))40 ARE YOU?

Julia and Edward, 322 West End
Ave., McKenzie, Tenn.

ow AM I ?! I'VE
5ITT1N6 IN FRONT
OF HER FOR THE WHOLE
YEAR I40W CAN 51-LE NOT
KNOW WHO I AM?

•

PAM'S CAKE HUT

Join Us For
Worship And
Praise
Sundays 6 p.m.
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

Maybe Ws not me,)(know.? ... Maybe It's
the rest of the herd that's gone insane."

CROSS
Y*1•10W, BEL LA, I THINK
I'VE MET MY MAN. HE
WON'T ADMIT IT, BUT
I THINK HE LIKE-6 ME

1

2

3

Insurance
753-4199
"Ow' Mb Veer
3 Saturated
4 Walk on
5 Choose
6 You and I
7 — and order
8 More barren

1 Weaving
machine
2 Unemployed
5
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CUR CAPTAIN'S
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1187 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Jerry McConnell

DOWN

4

Untie and serve the best
cakes at the lowest
prices possible. And to
start the new year off
right we will give a 10%
discount to anyone who
mentions this ad. So just
call 759-4492 or drop by
410 Main. Next or to
Wallace's Drug Store.

Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will have to pay the
first $520.00 before
Medicare
pays
anything. For free information call:

33 Perform
34 Greek letter
36 Type of syrup
38 Wager
39 Unit of
Chinese
currency
41 Auction
43 Pope's scarf
45 Sows
48 Refund
50 — of Liberty
51 Insect
52 Enemy
54 Killed
55 Ivy League
university
56 Cha, e g
57 Lampreys

1 Roster
5 Night bird
8 Unruly child
12 Aroma
13 Edible seed
14 Danish island
15 Most ancient
17 Become less
good
19 — of honor
20 Pee Wee or
Della
21 Redact
23 Give prior
notice
24 Pale
26 Roadside
hostelry
28 Lid
31 Teutonic
deity
32 Hindu
cymbals

would like to thank our
customers for a great
year. We truly appreciate your business
and we pledge to con.

111
dUUU

9 Feel
indignant at
10 War go
11 Pitch
16 Slender
18 Spoken
22 Sum
23 Sources of
water
24 TRiny
25 Mr Carney
27 Hit lightly
29 Poem
30 Vessel
35 Kettledrum
36 Rendezvous
37 Orient
38 — Bailey'.
40 Winged
42 Contract
43 Wild revelry
44 Rockfish
46 Fight
between two
47 Stitches
49 Newt
50 Caspian. e g
53 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind

'ME Gold lrugget, weal
side of square.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-8782
Diamonds, black hills
gold. 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

•
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Cars
13! Services Offered
53 Services Offered
43
-Real f state --411---U-t-s-41
15. Articles for Sale
32- Apts for Rent
24. Misc•Ilan•ous
yard
clo
to
with
want
one
SOFAS,
MEN
2
t
hiring.
now
AIRLINES
BEAUTIFUL, wild oak 2 BEDROOM duplex
work Tree trimming,
Attendants, matching chair Also, wood products for sale. with carport. $260 per
CLEARANCE Flight
removal of unwanted
Agents. Mechanics, dune buggy. Call 474- Bird feeders, feeding month and 4260 deposit
trees & shrubbery.
Customer Service. 2765.
stations, planters and Available Feb 1st. Call
SALE
hauling k wood for sale.
folding and silk flower groups, ser- days 753-5500, nights
Salaries to $60K. Entry
No job to big or small.
on all winter
Air,
level positions. Call 806- stack chairs for salt. ving trays, pencil 759-1133
Loaded,
Free
estimates. ReSeveral styles. James boxes, and more. Will 1 ROOMS, bath, stove
for
A-8156
687-e000
Ext.
Sales
Associates
merchandise
Tilt,
Power,
ferences, experience
H. Cain, Box 917, take custom orders for and refrigerator furcurrent listings.
home phones:
Call 753-0680- or
selected items
ARTIST model. De- Murray, Ky. 42071. wood items. Call Jerry nished. Clean, $125 a
Cruise, ExcelPrentice Don 751-6725
756-1683.
at 759-4808 or 756-9661. month. 507-B Poplar.
partment of Art. Part (502) 756-1002.
at cost.
%Acid Teed 751-3110
APPLIANCE
lent Cond. Low
time Salary $6.00 per ?OR Stanley Home 206/206 East Par.
Call collect 527-7*7.
Max Dodd 75S-3364
SERVICE. Kenmore.
"Jeans & Things"
hour. Experience in art- Products call Debbie CFIAINSAW artarance - 4 BEDROOM apartMileage
"Theresa
Knight
753-77E8
Westinghouse,
istic sensitivity Carter at 758-0913.
Sachs-Doimar. Lowest ment of girls. Near
In Shoppers Mall
Joe Kennon 4164174
Whirlpool. 25 years
'2500
preferred. Work will be FOR sale: Ladies 1 prices of the year. Also, campus, utilities furParts and
experience.
Bobby
Ethridge 4811-31133
2 mi. North
assigned according to Karat diamond cluster. 259k off on all saw chain. nished. 759-1345 or 753or best offer
service. Bobby Hopper,
Awes Reguarda,
Mounted on yellow gold Stokes Tractor, Indust- 1837.
for
need
models
for
of Murray on 641
Bob's Appliance SerBroker 7114 /477
Spring semester 1987. wide band. Call rial Rd. 758-1319.
753-8500
FURNISHED, one
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Contact Department of 753-7778.
CROCHET collars. room effeciency aparArt, Murray, Ky. 42071 WHIRLPOOL re- Great new styles and tment, $95 per month.
1979 OLDS Regency. Business 753-4872, 436- LICENSED Elearician
502-762-3784. ICOE, M/F.
1988 200 Yamaha 3- 5848 (home).
frigerator, only $8 per colors to wear with Water furnished. Will 46 Homes for Sale
for residential and
Rudolph
wheeler 1986 230 Suzuki
week.
commercial. Heating
income
EXCELLENT
sweatshirts.
Traditional
1st.
Feb.
available
be
11:-1.0st and Found
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath
and
A-1 Fireplace
4-wheeler.
and air condition, gas
for part-time home Goodyear- Whirlpool, and beaded styles also. Call 753-5980.
FHA approved, carport, Quad Sport
rAJsir male Walker pup, assembly work. For 753-0596.
Installation and repair
435-4298.
Gas Repair, Chirnney
Nor- brick. 2 miles out,East All in good condition.
1:117117177:37
last seen in Coldwater info. call 504-641-8008
753-0660.
Phone 753-7303.
and de- thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. Y sub. Priced in 30's
Cleaning, Masonary
16. Home Furnashinp
bottom area, if seen or Ext. 8047.
1980 CHEVROLET ImMOBILE HOME
liveryivery of mowers that Now renting. Equal Phone 753-0622.
Work, Damper, Hood
found call 436-4410.
Specialist, Repair,
need repairs. Stokes Housing Opportunity. 806 GUTHRIE. 3 bed- pala. 4 door, power and
GOVERNMENT jobs.
Repair.
Firebox
and
stereo,
leveling, underpinning,
Now drawers. Reasonably Tractor. Industrial Rd. 759-4984.
s16,040-469,280/yr.
room, 1 1/2 bath, large air, AM/FM
6
Help Wanted
clean
roofs, floors, plumbing,
NEW 2 bedroom duplex LR., newly re- new tires, extra
hiring. Call 8064974000 priced. Call 758-3781 753.1319.
753-0953
at
seen
wiring, hurricane
after 5P.M.
in Westwood, with large decorated, central air, $1795. Can be
FINANCIAL sale,. The Ext. R-8166 for'
16th
Gulf,
. '-°InC/GIE love seat. TV- 25. Business Services
wood deck. $125 month....-Move, D.W., <lisp., new Five Points
Equitable Financial federal list.
white
DRIVEWAYSNEED resumes, business
$75 each
deposit. 753-0814 roof, lots of closet and Chestnut
Also,
Services is expanding !TIRING! trea•r•1 VCR stand,
graveled.
or
rocked
- MUT AL Lease.
IRA'S
1981 CHEVY Citation.
cards, newsletters, or
- 247-4170.
- space, garden spot,
its operations in the government jobd-19
Call 758-1537.
FUNDS call Joyce Noel, or 753-7259.
2-door hatchback, 4 cyl.,
brochures? Come by
Western Kentucky your area and °venial. BROWN rocker recli- Investment Re- NICELY furnished, 1 Or outside storage bldg., auto., PS. PB, air. FENCE
es at Sears
Murray Data Graphics on
area. We have im- Many immediate ner. Only 6 months old. presentative with 2 bedroom apartment. quiet neighborhood, lots 71,000 miles. Nice. now. Call Sears 758-2310 Main St , Downtown
and
mediate openings in openings without wait- Call 758-8886.
for
Twomey Securities, Located near campus. of trees, vacant
estimate
free
for
$1960. Phone 758-8124.
Murray, next to
financial sales in ing list or test. DUNCAN Phyfe - Inc. for Free consulta- Call 758-0606 at night, available now. Apyour needs.
Bookmark or call
praised at $61,000, only 1961 GRAN Prix. Low
Murray, and a new $1548,000. Phone call Mahogany double tion. Member: NASD 7534111 days.
Building
OENERAL
753-2208.
miles, excellent condiTAKING applications $46.000- 753•7970training class will be refundable. (602) 838- pedestal dining table 31PC 489-2440
tion. Call 753-6183 after Repair- 20 years ex• NOTICE- formerly
with one leaf, buffet and JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- for Section 8. Rent
starting soon. This 8886. Ext. 684.
&
Roofing
perience.
Joiner 'Tree Service now
position offers a train- ROME ASSEMBLY 8 Hepplewhite style, vice. Reasonable rates. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 RRICK ranch, 3 bed- 6P.M.
painting, indoor & out.
Tree Service,
ing allowance, excellent INCOME. Assemble shelld back upholstered For appointment call BR. Apply Hilldale room, 1 1/2 bath, gas 1982 CHEVROLET door. Odd jobs. No job Colley's
14 years experience.
Apts., Hardin, Ky. heat, central air, Cavalier. Low mileage, to small. 474-8067.
fringe benefits, limited products at home. Part- chairs. About 26 years 486-2440.
pruning or
Topping,
travel and management time. Experience un- old. Nice heavy suite. JUDY Williams Tax Equal Housing fireplace. Excellent good condition. Call GUTTERING by Sears.
stump removal. Com753-6352, 753-6543, or
too rtunity.
opportunities. After our necessary. Details. Call $650. 247-4170.
location in city limits.
Sears continuous gut- plete tree care. Owner:
Service. Call for an
• • -quality 2 bed- Low 50's. 753-0485 after 750-1842.
FOR sale - couch and appointment. Phone
training allowance, we 813-827-0806, Ext. 613.
ters installed for your Elroy Colley- 753-0388
offer and expense acmatching love seat, 436-2524 or 436-5406 after room duplex. Quiet 4:30P.M. Owner 1985 NISSAN Sentra specifications. Call
for free estimate.
excelmiles,
9500
SE.
count. For an interview,
$150. 753-7187 after 5P.M.
Brick,
area.
residential
relocating.
lent condition, $5900. Sears 753-2310 for free
send resume to Nat
4P.M.
driveway,
concrete
estimate.
PRA approved, 3 bedRORIEN'S Secretarial
Dortch, CLU, P.O. Box
ILOVING sale. Portable Services. Professional central-H/A with ap- room house must sell Call 753-9577.
RAMILTON Cultured
An
1176, Paducah, Ken•
Need
Grounds-kept.
dryer,
pliances.
&
washer
Hoover
right away. Just reMarble, tops- sinkstyping, economical
tucky 42002-U76. Equal
furniture, misc. Call copies, indistinguisha- Call 753-6291 at painted, TVA approved
panels, custom made
Extra Car
opportunity employer.
4:30P.M.
after 6P.M. 750-4048.
installation. New roof,
vanities. Free Est. 753ble from originals.
For A
MI?.
QUEEN size sleeper Several sizes. Special
gas heat, nice yard. 1628
9400.
PULL-time positions
sofa, Early American, rates for multiples,
We make your oh
Few Days -)
ROSFORD S Boat
2 Bd., Furnished Farmer Ave. Call 753available. Truck
good condition. 3 oc- students. 437-4439.
9449. Price $29,500.
cabinets look like
4
East
94
Storage,
Rom From 01.11,
drivers (North Metro
Upstairs Apartcassional chairs. Can be
miles. You lock, you
new with wood (pi+
Atlanta area). Fulton
At
753seen after 4P.M.
2 6 . TV -Radio
store. Bays 12x23
ment. $175 per HOME & 40 acres for
laminated
Concrete Company is
2271.
.Phone 753-3143.
25 INCH RCA color
Dwain
Taylor
sale.
Located
between
seeking drivers for
Call
month.
new doors
WHIRLPOOL heavy console T.V. good conIn
Murray & Mayfield in
ready-mix concrete
and Counter loos
duty washer, only $6 per dition, $75. Leave
753-8809.
quiet area, $30,000. Ad- Chevrolet, Inc. by Sears. TVA aptrucks. Good driving
week. Rudolph me
styles and colt,'
Many
those
on
Save
proved.
750-1383.
ditional 40 acres
502-753 2617
record ahd 25 years old
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
high heating and coolFwe estimates
color conNT'
for
110,000
available
a must. Call 9. Situation Wanted
758-0606.
ing bills, Call Sears
sole TV Maple cabinet. 34. Houses for Rent
Phone 753 - 1222 50 Used Trucks
Mutr.
404-475-0043. Bob Coley house
758-2310 for free
$125. Call 759-1321 after 2 BEDROOM house Kopperud Realty.
No collect calls.
2
2
.
I
Mau
c
$
clean
keeper will
estimate.
pick4x4
1982
CHEVY
ODD lob specialist,
newly redecorated near HOME for sale: Large
RENTUCKT Lake homes Excellent re- PIANO, Baby Grand. 6P.M.
mechanical LEE'S CARPET ceiling fans, electrical,
largest resort is now ferences. Call 753-8642 Refinished, Mahogany MAGNAVOX console campus appliances living room, large den, 4 up, good
all
For
CLEANING.
nice,
condition.
Extra
plumbing, fencing. You
color T.V., only $7 per Call 753-9682.
bedrooms, 2 baths.
hiring sales reps. or 759-44304.
cabinet. New strings, week. Rudolph
$6750. Call 753-6856 after your carpet & upholst- name it, I do it. You
in
house
BEDROOM
Brick,
2
carpet,
central
Plenty of people to
look- hammer, frame, keys,
-----6
1samma
rTf•ery cleaning. For a free buy, I install. You
6P.M.
work. Top commission ing for babysitting jobs. etc. $8500. Daytime Goodyear- Whirlpool, Lynn Grove. $200 per heat and air. Nice home
month, $150 deposit. in good location. Mid 169 CHEVROLET pick- estimate call 753-5827. break, I fix. Call 436paid. Call Jim between Afternoons and 753-4648, Evenings 759- 753-0595.
references.
2868 evenings.
Call 435-4360 or 435-4547
sixties. Phone 753-2587 up. Fair condition. Call Satisfied
9A.M. and 3P.M., Fri- evenings. References 1066.
27. Mobile Homes for Side
CET- our service7op 'PAINTING= Paper
486-2585 after 5P.M.
after
100
3P.M.
house,
3
BEDROOM
Tues. 502-474-2300.
762available. Phone
and
lawn
your
repair
hanging, commerical or
10x50 GOOD restorable N. 12th St. Contact
kOTHER with 5 chil- 6717.
24. Miscellaneous
51. Campers
garden equipment now. residential, Free esor storage $700 Call Larry Hurt at 7534375 NEW listing in
dren ages 4-15 needs WILL do sewing in my
spring
for
ready
get
To
snow b ower 492-8714.
IfN
between 8 & 7P.M.
live-in babysitter. home. Ladies and
Gatesborough Subdivi- CAMPER top and bed thru Jan. we are offer. timates, References. 25
Preferred experienced children' clothes. Call for Massey Ferguson 12x60 MOBILE home, 4 BEDROOM, brick sion. 3 BR, 2 1/2 bath niat for small pick-up. 1 ing free pick-up and years experience,
lawn tractor, $125. 753- furnished. Set-up in Fox home, with carport on home. Beautifully de- year old, like new. Best
Tremor) Farris 759-1987
older lady, must love 4924204.
delivery, free tilade SANDBLASTING and
Meadows. Call 759-1936 North 4th St. Available corated. Owner being offer. Call 753-2339.
children. Call 489-2220 WOULD like to clean 0801.
sharpening with com- painting - horsetrailers,
Feb. 1st. Rent $325 plus transferred. Offered in
after 5P.M. Tues.-Fri.
office or house. Call IT you want to sell after 5P.M.
plete tune-up. Hazel
boat trailers, etc. Phone
RREt0 a jo67 4 openings 753-3781 or 7534298 after Avon. If you want to buy 14x70 DIXIE, 1979. 2 deposit. Call 751-6612 or the 70's. Phone Kop- 53. Services Offered Lawn
and Garden, 311
753-9611.
Avon. If you need bedroom, 2 bath, with 753-4509.
now. You may qualify 5p.m. Have references.
perud Realty 753-1222.
APPLIANCE repair- Main St., Hazel, Ky.
money for a fund- washer and dryer, 4 YEAR old, 3 bedroom, NICE brick house by washers- dryersSEWING Machine ReIf: (1)you do not have
raiser. Call someone stove, refrig., D.W. Call 2 bath, log house. owner, 314 N. 6th St. refrigerators- rangespair. All makes and
GED or your high 10. Business Opportunity
you can trust, Faye 492-8721 after 6P.M.
models. Home & Inschool diploma, (2) you
Located 3 miles Call 247-4386.
air cond. George Hodge
Wolff tansale.
McClure. 753-0232.
have been out of school
dustrial. Bag closing
1977 12x85 GOVER- Southwest of Murray.
& Son, 10 Dixieland
ning system. like new.
9 months or more, (3)
LARGE, large, large NER. 3 bedroom, cen- Close to schools. $350
machines. Also scissor
Shopping Center 753Call 753-0276 or 762-2785.
you are between ages 16
per month plus deposit. 49. Used Cars
selection of storage tral heat. Call 492-8341.
sharpening. 40 yrs.
4689.
inseeks
INVESTOR
& 21. We are a EOE.
buildings in stock for 1979,14,010, 2 BED- Available Feb. 1st. Call 1969 Pg. Rebuilt en- APPLIANCE REPAIR:
experience. All work
This project is funded vestment. Private party immediate delivery. ROOM mobile home. 758-8855 after 6P.M.
guaranteed. Kenneth,.
gine, new transmission, Factory authorized for
and/or
on
hands
seeks
by the Western Ky.
Acree Portable Call between 8 & 9P.M. B-POINTS, 2 bedroom
Barnhill, 753-2674,
body. Call 489-2763.
Tappan, Kelvinator and
prowith
position
equity
Private Industry
Buildings, Mayfield, 759-4146.
furnished to your needs.
Stella, Ky.
2 CORVETTE. 4- Brown. Service , on gas
:7(1
ri?
existing
or
new
posed,
Council- JTPA. Call
trvr_T 82 TIDWELL, gas heat, 6-months or 1-year lease speed, T-tops. 89,000 and electric ranges,
itrAl
i347-78
,
Ky. C12
J.T.P.A. Out Of School business. Write W.C. Busa. located at B-6 Fox or rent monthly. Rates miles. Reduced to $5000. microwaves, dismake wet basements
592.
Box
P.O.
Kern,
ster
753-9378 between 8:30No credit check. Also, Meadows Trailer Court. adlusted. Call 753-3134.
dry. Work completely
Call 769-9898.
h wash e rs, re42071.
Ky.
Murray,
12:00 5 days a week.
new credit card. No one Must see to appreciate. ATTRACTIVE 4 bed- 1973 FORD S-wagon frigerators, etc. Earl
guaranteed. Call or
PART-TIME opening, IdosTLY BASKETS. refused! For Into, call 753-3310 after 4P.M.
room, 2 bath. Brick, fully loaded, 1 owner Lovett, 354-8950 or 753write Morgan Conto
off
year
new
your
Get
753-3716
setting-up displays and
(refundable) 1-815-733central gas-heat. Ap- $1000. Phone 753-4109 or 5341.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
selling
start
great
a
helping with sales. Ideal
0062 Ext. M-360.
pliances and drapes 762-0650.
•FREE ESTIMATES*
409A, Paducah, Ky.
28. Mobile Homes for Rad
CHAIN- saws sharfor mothers. 3 days or 3 wicker baskets, wall NEW 4 and 5 year
furnished. $450 per- 1975 DODGE bionic°. pened. 10"-12" - $2.00.
42001 or call 1-4,42-7026.
on
furniture
and
decor
MOBILE
a
of
nights a week partmonth, $400 deposit. 69xxx mi. good de- 14"-16" - $2.50. Located
batteries, $22 and $26 a 1/2
time, $75, full-dine, $150 home party plan. piece. Located at home. You need to see Call 7504048.
pendable car. Must see in New Concord area.
of
number
Limited
own
Your
appreciate.
to
minimum. For interfur- to appreciate. $425. Call 436-2878.
Darren's Vinyl Top.
For
available,
positions
$100
bath
k
bedroom
view send name and
3/4 of a mile on East
nished home. Next to 758-9747 between 6P.M. - CONTRACTOR- -carphone number to: 1508 information call Pat 94. Phone 759.1964. per month and $100 MSU. $175 per month,
pentry, painting. Big or
7P.M.
1-800-521-1228.
Goss.
the
1/2
plus
deposit,
Chaucer Dr. Murray,
Nights 753-7138.
$100 deposit. Call 759- 1978 PLYMOUTFI small we do it all.
M-F.
bills. Call 492-8806, 9946.
Ky. 42071.
OAK and hickory
Volare station wagon. Quality work done for
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
answering machine.
TRUCK drivers wan- 14. Want to Buy
firewood $27.50 rick,
White, 4-door, with less. Free estimates.
or
furnished
BR,
lies
3
2 OR
37. Livestock-Supp
& CUSTOM WOODWORK INC
ted. 2 years over the
delivered. Call 4364778.
luggage rack, V-8 318 489-2863.
road verifiable ex- GOOD used electric OAK firewood, 424 a unfurnished, some new E14MENTAL and
OVER
Cu. in., air cond., PS, CONVERT your old
perience. Must be 25 typewriter, Preferably rick, delivered & furniture, natural gas- Simbrah bulls. Per- PEt, intermitten wipers, film to the convenience
20 YEARS
conCall
air
type.
electric,
correctable
years old. 886-4814.
WOOD CABINETS &
EXPERIENCE
k semen* vinyl interior. Original
stacked. Call 759-4906.
of video tape. Quick
ditioned. Shady Oaks formance
Company of- 758-3134.
FUUSED PANEL DOORS a
tested. Excellent qual- owner, 75,000 miles. service, reasonable
k hickory 753-5209.
AK
O
'
,•
Birch • ON • Malmo • C Mr.
fering a limited oppor- WANTED to buy: dark- firewood, $20 a rick, you
ity. $660 & up. Cadiz, $1000 firm. 759-9608 rates. Call 492-8258 or
DOUBLE-wide - near Ky. 522-8704.
GUNCASES • PAANTLES • BOOKCASES •
tunity for home party fired tobacco base. Call haul. Call 437-4829.
901-642-7526.
after 5P.M.
Ky. Lake at Hamlin.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
plan sales. Call Cindy for 492-8566 after 5p.m.
•
Used Office
1978 T-BIRD. New tires, DifG Builders. ExI. FURNITURE REFINISHING
a "no obligation" inter- WANT to buy raw furs. Furniture, 1016 Jeffer- Ky. Furnished - Deposit 38. Pets-Supplies, power & air, AM/FM perienced builders of ' CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
•
COMPETITIVE MOM Drep Sy a lee Ow Display
•
view today, Rickshaw Stanley Owen Mc- son St., Paducah, KY. required. 758-8964.
AKC • white male stereo, extra clean ins- houses, garages &753-5940;
Imports. Director, Clellan, Pulaski, Ill. 442-4802. Desks, chairs, NICE 2 bedroom trailer Pekinese. 9 weeks old, ide and, out, $895. Call storage buildings. Call • 409 Sunbury Circle
in city limits. No pets.
•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOOOO
Phone 618-3424316.
8124214641.
474-8000.
4894733.
files and much more- Call 480-2611.
1225. Call 14544872.
Excellent quality k low
LABRADOR Retriever 1979 CHEVROLET
prices.
pups, black or choco- Caprice Classic. 9
30. Business Rentals
RUBBER bed-mats for
late. Good dogs at a passenger station waOFFICE
space
and
gon. Perfect running
all makes of pick-up's.
good price. 474-8050.
1578 Ft. Campbel Blvd.
condition. Good body.
Also, tool boxes for space for small business.
Southside
ShopEstate
Real
43.
compact pick•up's
$2875 or best offer. Call
Clarksville, TN 552-6948
ping
Center.
Also,
house
Stokes Tractor, Indust753-1890.
YOUR WHOLESALE
on Ky. Lake. KOPPERUD Realty
rial Rd. 758-1319.
offers a complete range
753-8812 or 753-4500.
MOBILE HOME OUTLET"
WANTED: Men
of Real Estate services
women, boys and girls, 32. Apts for Rent
WE FINANCE OUR OWN
1982 Chevette
with a wide selection of
ages,
attend
all
to
of
SETUP
&
DEUVERY
quality homes in the
FREE
1
unBED1100M,
1 owner, power &
Bible classes at the
city & In the county. All
6 Dottile Wiles In Sock.
198116202r:43P, Range,
Lake-Land Apostolic furnished and 2 bed• price ranges. Phone
air, automatic,
Oier25213P Seagle Wee,
Reins, Ceing Fan, French Does.
room
furnished.
Lease
Church, 402 Sunbury
763-1222 for courteous,
excellent condi_
In Root!
Only S137 is/litre+
Circle, Murray. Sun- and deposit. No pets. competent Real Estate
7 Used Hones In Satckt
753-9208
after
4P.M.
1987 band Now 2*, Range.
and
10a.m.
$1,495.
tion.
days at
We make buyservice.
6p.m. ff you need a ride 1 BEDROOM furnished ing & selling Real
Reirg, 214 Common
489-2733.
for
apt.
rent.
Available
call
769-1802.
Ore $550 Dormvii $131
Estate easy for you.
WEST Kentucky had- Feb. 1st. Less than 1/2
1987 Dabs Vide, Shinge Flop( Coe TV/VCR, Fireplace.
block
from
MSU
camwood Kilm. For your
Stereo, Ging Fan Ole 4212 per Monthl
PASCHALL CARPET INC.
hardwood needs, phone pus. $150 per month,
"We Have The Largest Selection Of Mobile
water
Call
paid.
756-9597
Show And Sale Of 1987
First
396-5000.
Homes In Middle Tennessee"
W HIRLPOOL after 4P.M.
S••• sum Jan Ms'VAMP Um"
$2.99 sq. yd
microwave oven, only 1 BEDROOM duplex in
Short Rolls 'loamy Conwnorciel
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!
$4 per week Rudolph quiet neighborhood
"Dove A Little & Save A Lot"
12 Pt. New Stein Chard lasuitiasie) NI La
Goodyear- Whirlpool, $250 a month Call
5 Yr. Saar WIIIMIPIff $7.11
763-8096.
753-0696.
Will sell this beautiful 4 bedroom, 2 nice
. $3.96, $4.95 & $5.96 sq yd
pee
tar
12 Ft. HI
kitchen With build in's, living room,
bathrooms,
12 ft. Our awe MI Le Shae$11.116. $7.95 & $8.49 sq. yd

1

. Help Wanted

erronr

DOOR
& FLOOR
REPAIRS

1978
Cougar XR7

-

753-9440

plck.up

frrirmnrelei77.

Wulff & Sons
Kitchen Cabinet
Recovery

blown

tXPERIENCED

roR

f

JIM DAY
PAINTING

gsatr-rn

wrrirgrunrrrICre

OnErantr.s

rRYTES

Universal Housing Inc.

Real Estate Auction
1/4

mile
Sat. Jan. 31st 1987 at 10:00 a.m.
north of Coldwater Ky on Highway 1836.
Turn at Coldwater Baptist Church. See
Auction signs.

Cold-Bad Weather
Can't Exercise Outside
2
3
4
5

Great therapeutic value especially for those
who must limit their physical exercise (great
for head patients-arthritis)
Takes away tension
Makes cellulite disappear
Firms up body especially abdomen, hips
thighs, underarms
Also lose inches effortlessly
Wolff Suntan Bed
Ask About Our Valentino

Special

763-7737

Newry HI La Shoe

Kamp

awe

12 Pt. Praised
12 Pt. Primed

dining room, double garage, private well, storm
doors & windows, central air, heat pump,
fireplace, outside storage, beautiful lot.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of Auction.
Balance in 30 days with passing of deed.

$4.96 to $5 95 sq yd
$2 99 sq yd
Kamm Seek cereeeelii
$3 95 sq yd.
Kitchen C.areet Ilkarber Seek

12 Pt. Heavy Osewesseki Teased
Aellert Meek
12 Pt. NW Para

$3.95,

$4.50 sq. yd.

*4.95, *3.96, $6 95 & $7.95 eq. yd.
$8.95 to $12.95 sq. yd.
Omer Nina
$7.96 to $10.96 eq. yd.
12 Pt. Heavy e••••• ....
¶2 Pt Arum* Foot Pone Py•• cavort 7.96 to $11 96 eq. yd.
From $7.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Nervy Scein *Amstar MG*

Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtor
1200 Sycamore.St. Murray, Ky 753-1492

is.. AS The New ISO= and Gem I
Theiraends and Therlesuis el Yards T. Calsees Pyere
'Ws Neve Whet We Arborwlacr Aral am'
toyamy Ilabend Pee
51,251 ea ye
C..ffe• a Oeraws" Jaw. 51115 a at.,

Dan Miller & Auctioneer

Carpet
12 Pt Ow

3 bedroom, 2 bath, on approx. 8 acres.
114 car garage, large outbuilding, 2
gardens. many fruit trees. Only 3 mi.
west of Murray. Other features include: great room concept, pella windows, hardwood floors, full insulation.

Call 753-0594
Dixieland C•Mor

12 Pt

435-4144

Paschall Carpet Inc.

For Inspection

South of Murray, Ky.
on Hwy 841 Between Havel, Ky. & Puryaer, Tn
Open 5-3 6 Days
901-4994963
8 mites

•

before sale day eail Carol Jackson at 753-1492.

Detailed announcement made day of auction will take precedence
over oil printed matter. This Is a division auction Bob &
Karen °sets owners.
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OBITUARIES
Fines Ellerson

Odell Ethridge
Odell Ettuidge, TS, oi Troy,
Tenn., a reUred truck driver, died
8anuilay morning at his home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Sul& tthridp; two daughters,
Mrs. Donis Cochran, Union City,
Tenn., and Mrs. Charlene railey,
Dyersburg, Tenn.; one son,
Charlie Ethridge, Memphis,
Teen.; three sisters, Mrs. Beauton

King and Mrs. Mary King, Troy,
and Mrs. Zula Stone, Murray; one
brother, Rustin Ethridge, Troy
Services were Monday at 10
a.m. at First Baptist Church,
Troy. Burial was in Walnut-Grove
Cemetery with White-Mahon
Funeral Home in charge of
arrangements.

Fines Elrereon, 70. of 504 North
L.P.Miller, Murray, died Saturday at 7:50 p.m. at Murray
Calloway County Hospital
A veteran of World War II, he
was born Oct. 10, 1916, in Hickman
County.
He is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Lloyd (Katie) Arnold, Murray; two brothers, Edd Ellerson,
Akron. Ohio, and Russell Ellerson,

Mrs. Elkin M. Parker

Rev. Olin H. Boatwright
The Rev. Olin H. Boatwright, ES,
of Walnut Grove, Mo., died Saturday at 7 p.m. at Liberty Hospital,
Liberty, Mo.

Mrs. Rena Clark
Mrs. Rena Clark, 95, of Hazel
died this morning at Riverfrent
Terrace Nursing Home, Paducah.
One son, Ralph C'iark, Rt. 2, Hegel,
survives.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

He was a retired Methodist
minister Born March 27, 1897, in
Calloway County, he was the son
of the late Frank and Alice
Boatwright.
Survivors include one son
Frank Boatwright and wife.
Janice, and two grandsons, Bob
and Tim, Excelsior Springs, Mo
several local nieces and nephews.
The funeral is today in the
chapel of Wilson-Brim-Daniel
Funeral Home, Walnut Grove.
Burial will follow in a cemetery
there.

Individual Horoscope
ARMS
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Advice you receive now contains
some surprises but is on target. A
career opportunity is up your alley
and you should take it. Quit doubting
yourself.
TAURUS
(AK- 20 to May 20)
You should be flexible now. Revising a financial plan does make sense.
Accept an invitation to visit friends
afar. You'll have a wonderful time.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A partner may change his or her
mind at the last minute. The financial
return on a career venture looks very
promising. Keep striving for success.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A partner is better at giving you
encouragement than at working out
problems. The time is just right for a
trip away together.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Though career chances now are
quite appealing a business-pleasure
meeting may not meet with expectstions. Still, you're moving in the right
direction.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Don't drag out a family gettogether or soon you'll be rehashing
old complaints. Romance and recreation play important roles in your life

St, Louis, Mo : several nieces and
nephews.
Mr. Ellerson was a member of
St. John's Missionary Baptist
Church where the funeral is today
at 1 p.m. The Rev. W. E. Cheaney
is officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery with arrangements by
Hamock Funeral Home of
Paducah.

FOR WEDNE:SDAY,
JANUARY 28, 1987

Fraaces Drake

today.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct 22)
Freelancers get assignments now.
News comes from a relative You may
be over-estimating the difficulty of a
situation. Accent positive thinking.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
6111E
You may think twice about an
expenditure. Invitations that come
now are to your benefit. Local travel
and creative projects are highlighted.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
Take advantage of a bargain opportunity when buying home furnishings.
You may have difficulty making*hp
your mind about a new outfit.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Mulling things over in private may
only add to your indecision. Share
your thoughts with others. Then, the
pieces of the puzzle will begin to fit.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You have mixed feelings about a
social engagement in the afternoon.
Financial developments are beneficial but should be kept under wraps
for now.
PISCES
WO/
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
went
You're generous with others now,
but think twice before including an
acquaintance in on a business venture. Popularity is on the upswing.

Services for Mrs. Elkin M
Parker will be Wednesday at 10:30
a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John
Dale and Henry Hargis will officiate. Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service.
Pallbearers will be Blaine
McNabb, Bill Kopperud, Glen
(Bud) Gibbs, Hafton Garner,
Rodney Lowe and Joe Pat
Barnett. Burial will follow in Mur-

ray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. at the funeral home.
Mrs. Parker, 71, Rt. 7, Murray,
died Monday at 1:15 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She is survived by her husband,
Joshua Parker; one son, Dr.
Stanley N. Parker, Ashland; one
sister, Mrs. Clintes H. (Mildred)
Black, Rt. 7, Murray.

•
Medi Care Supplement Insurance

HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market
Mess good as of le a.m.

+ 34.74
Industrial Average
Previous Clow
2107.23
Air Products
41% + 54
151/412 13%A
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
IS% + als
Brigp it Stratton
37 + 1/4
Chrysler
451,4 +%
331/4
CBX Corp
%
201,14 +%
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
11%B 12A
Exxon
511/4 +%
Ford
75% +
G.A.F.
301,4 +%
General Motors._ 70% +%
GenCorp, Inc.
77 use
Goodrich
51 +44
WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Goodyear
NI%
%
I.B.M
DX% +1%
Ingersoll Rand
15% +1%
Jerrico..........10%B 191YiA
Kmart
Kroger
31 + 1,4
JCPeaney
70% +1
Peawalt
-%
Quaker Oats
47 +1%
Sears
Teak)
354'4 +
Time Inc
71 +%
t .S.Tobseee
45% uac
..„
WaINLart
501,4 +%
Wendy'
s
use
C.E.F. Yield
5.37

753 3366

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

Chevrolet Rebate
$1000 Rebate

Join the "preferred pool" — get excellent coverage for less than 831" per
month. This is the plan most of our clients
are enrolling in:

on 1987

4 cyl. Celebrities Cavaliers and Cameros

$500 Rebate

Excellent Company "A" Rated
2. No Waiting Periods
3. Local Claim Service-No Charge
1.

on 1987
Chevrolet Novas

And

Call:

Bennettli Associates
305 N. 4th St.

753-7273

A.P.R.
Financing
On New 1987

A

S-10 Pickups 8t S-10 Blazers
Ode..•01.0“ cores...
Keep The L;reat GM Feeling Kan Genuleir Uhl l'Art,

-ORS.500 Rebate On S-10 Pickups or
S600 Rebate On S-10 Blazers

1904 Nissan
200 SX
3-ligeod Transmission,
Air Comilfloning. P.W.,
Power Doer Leas.Crakes,
Tilt AM/PM Cassette,
Rear Diodes* Defogger.
Moon Roof,43,XXX 011104l.
Sliver in color. $7,900.00

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

7—.1 26 1 7
• ' I-- c•
y

ALL SEASONS LAWN & LEISURE

/1 MOVING SALE
All Lawn & Garden
Merchandise

10-25% Off
All Buffalo
Tools

25-50% Off
All Hobby &
Toy Inventory

25% Off

Choose From Brand Names Like:
*Echo
•Stihl
*Snapper
*Roper
*John Deere
*Lawn Boy

'Troy-bilt

*And More

Sale Good Through Jan. 31

ALL SEASONS LAWN & LEISURE
/205 North Fourth

Murray

7534110

